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SUMMARY 
A method for computing three-dimensional flow in supersonic inlets 
is described. An approximate set of governing equations is given for viscous 
flows which have a primary flow direction. The governing equations are 
written in general orthogonal coordinates. These equations are modified in 
the subsonic region of the flow to prevent the phenomenon of branching. 
Results are presented for the two sample cases, a Mach number equals 2.5 
flow in a square duct, and a Mach number equals 3.0 flow in a research jet 
engine inlet. In the latter case the computed results are compared with 
the experimental data. A users' manual is included. 
INTRODUCTION 
The design of an inlet for a supersonic aircraft is a difficult task in 
view of the wide operating range over which good performance is desired. 
On supersonic airplanes the inlet design is compromised by the requirement 
that the plane operate at all speeds from zero to the supersonic design point, 
including the low speed, high angle of attack regime encountered during take- 
off and landing. In addition most supersonic aircraft must have a subsonic 
cruise capability where fuel economy often becomes a significant factor. As 
a result of these varied and sometimes conflicting requirements, the design 
of a supersonic inlet is a compromise. The optimum geometry at one operating 
point must be modified to be acceptable at other operating conditions. Even 
variable geometry inlets, which are required at high speeds, are limited by 
the system penalties associated with their added weight. 
There are two basic aspects of inlets which greatly influence the net 
thrust of a propulsion system: (1) pressure recovery, and (2) distortion. 
The net, or useful, thrust of an engine is the gross thrust out of the 
nozzle minus the inlet ram drag. At high Mach numbers the inlet ram drag is 
large and the net thrust thus becomes the small (relatively) difference 
between two large numbers. At a gross-to-net thrust ratio of 5, a 1% loss 
in gross thrust, therefore becomes a 5% loss in net thrust. Since inlet 
pressure recovery factors directly into the gross thrust, the pressure 
recovery is especially important. Distortion is also important, but in 
another way. When the level of distortion at the engine-inlet interface is 
smaller than the engine distortion tolerance, the effects of distortion are 
seen only in the pressure recovery. However, when the inlet distortion becomes 
higher than the engine tolerance level, the engine can no longer operate at 
that flight condition. Consequently, either the power setting must be reduced 
or the angle of attack or yaw must be reduced. Thus pressure recovery in the 
inlet is related to overall losses in the propulsion system while distortion 
is related to the necessity of operating at other than the desired flight 
condition. 
Viscous effects in the inlet are important in determining both the pres- 
sure recovery and the distortion. Three categories of viscous effects in the 
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inlet are of interest: (1) the simple boundary layer growth along walls, 
(2) bleed of the boundary layer air, and (3) shock-boundary layer interaction. 
The simple boundary layer growth along the walls of the inlet (ramp, cowl 
and sidewalls) contributes to the pressure loss in the system (as well as 
modifies the flow within the duct) by the blockage caused by the displacement 
effect of the boundary layers. Boundary layer bleed is used to control shock 
wave boundary layer interactions such that losses are kept to an acceptable 
level. Since the bleed air comes form the boundary layer, viscous effects 
are important in determining how the flow field responds to the bleed. 
The shock wave boundary layer interactions within an inlet can cause both 
pressure losses and distortion. There are typically three types of shock 
wave boundary layer interactions within rectangular inlets. The first type, 
called incident shock interactions, occurs on the cowl and ramp surfaces. 
These incident interactions are characterized by an incident shock hitting 
the wall boundary layer and generating a reflected shock. Under certain 
conditions, boundary layer spearation can occur thus giving rise to a stream- 
wise recirculation zone and large loss levels. The second type, which could be 
termed a glancing shock interaction, takes place along the sidewalls where 
the shock wave travels across the sidewall. The boundary layer in this type 
of interaction does not usually lead to a streamwise recirculation but rather 
contributes to the cross flow. The third type of interaction takes place in 
the corners. In this case, the incident and glancing interactions coalesce 
along with the merged floor and sidewall boundary layers. 
The foregoing considerations suggest that inlet design technology would 
benefit from a detailed and accurate flow field calculation procedure which 
would include the effects of the boundary layer. In addition, since the 
glancing shock wave boundary layer interactions along the sidewalls as well 
as corner effects give rise to highly three-dimensional flow fields, the 
calculation procedure should be three-dimensional. Calculation procedures 
which are either two-dimensional or do not account for boundary layer effects 
have a more limited applicability. The matching of the three-dimensional 
inviscid 'core' flow with a three-dimensional boundary layer is difficult to 
do in a consistent manner particularly with a rotational core region. In 
addition the glancing interactions along the sidewalls and the flow in the 
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corners do not fall within the concept of conventional three-dimensional 
boundary layer theory. 
Although a full three-dimensional Navier-Stokes procedure would provide 
the necessary generality to predict the flow in an inlet, the required 
computer time and storage (Ref. 1) indicate that such a procedure should be 
used only if no suitable alternative exists. An optimum analysis would 
possess the general three-dimensional viscous nature of the Navier-Stokes 
equations, but would take advantage of realistic physical approximations to 
limit the computer running time and storage requirements associated with the 
solution of the complete three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations. In this 
study, such a simplifying approximation was used to reduce the complete 
three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations to a form which could be treated 
as an initial-boundary value problem and solved by forward marching in space. 
The assumption made is that a 'primary flow' direction exists and that diffu- 
sion arising from the rate of change of flow in this 'primary flow' direction 
can be neglected. In this manner a set of steady state equations is produced 
for entirely supersonic flows which can be solved by an efficient spatial 
marching procedure. In any embedded subsonic regions, such as at no-slip 
walls, further approximations are required to allow solution by spatial 
marching. 
The remainder of this report will discuss the application of a three- 
dimensional forward marching procedure to calculate the flow fields in rectan- 
gular supersonic inlets, including viscous effects. The report is divided into 
five major sections. In the first section the basic set of coupled nonlinear 
partial differential equations which are derived from the Navier-Stokes 
equations will be presented. The second section will discuss the phenomenon 
of branching, which can occur in spatial marching procedures when embedded 
subsonic regions are present in the flow, and show how that problem is treated 
in the present study. In the third section the linearizations and numerical 
technique used to solve the governing equations will be discussed. This will 
include the application of boundary conditions. The fourth section will 
discuss the results of sample cases, and the fifth section will be a users' 
guide for the computer code used to obtain the solutions. 
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'Parameter in Roberts' transformation, Eq. (A-l) 
Matrix containing marching direction coefficients 
Parameter in Roberts' transformation, Eq. (A-l) 
Constant in logarithmic law of the wall, nominal value 5.0 
Parameter in Roberts' transformation, Eq. (A-l) 







Unit vector in direction of Mach line 
Number of grid points 
Static pressure; normal probability function 
Column vector containing source terms 
x-direction (or primary direction) velocity 
Velocity parallel to a wall 
Wall shear velocity 
y-direction velocity 
z-direction velocity 
Streamwise or primary direction in orthogonal coordinates 
Transverse direction in orthogonal coordinates 
Distance from a wall 
Nondimensional distance from a wall (Eq. 12) 
Constant in damping factor (Eq. 11) 
Spanwise direction in orthogonal coordinates 
Greek Symbols 




















Ratio of specific heats; angle of coordinate relative to 
the horiztonal 
Change 
Finite difference operator; change; thickness 
von Karman constant (nominal value 0.43) 
Column vector of dependent variables 
Viscosity 
Density 
Constant in damping factor (Eq. 11) 
Shear stress 
Mach angle relative to coordinate system 
Boundary layer 
Laminar or molecular 
Turbulent; transformation 
Wall 
Associated with the x-direction 
Associated with the y-direction 
Associated with the z-direction 
Associated with the x-direction 
Associated with the y-direction 
Associated with the z-direction 
Free stream conditions 
Evaluated at the n th axial location 
Value after the first sweep 
Value after the second sweep 
Ensemble average 
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In this study, calculation of the flow in inlets of rectangular cross 
section is obtained by spatial marching of the equations for conservation of 
mass, momentum and energy. For the class of geometries considered in this 
study (Fig. l), the equations are cast in a curvilinear orthogonal coordinate 
system which is aligned with the flow in such a manner that one coordinate 
direction can be identified as the 'primary flow' direction (Ref. 2); The 
remaining two coordinate directions are used to define the secondary flow. 
The coordinates are chosen as x, y and z with corresponding metric coefficients 
hl' h2 and hg such that the incremental distance 6s is defined as 
(8s)’ = (h,8x)” + (h28y12 + ( h36d2 (1) 
The x-direction is defined as the primary flow or streamqise direction while 
y and z define the coordinates in the secondary flow plane at a given stream- 
wise location. The class of geometries considered in this study (rectangular 
inlets) yields metric coefficients which are function of x and y only. 
The governing equations are derived from the Navier-Stokes equations for 
a viscous, heat conducting perfect gas. All variables are ensemble averaged 
and thus the equations apply to both laminar and turbulent flow. Viscous 
terms are simplified by assuming thin boundary layers and all primary flow 
direction (x) diffusion terms are neglected. The equations are as follows: 
Continuity Equation 
L(“2h3pu) + -& dX (h,h,Pv) + &t h,h2pw) = 0 (2) 
Primary Flow (x) Direction Momentum Equation 
-& (h2h,pu2) + [ -& + +y %] (h,h,puv) 
+ dz+ h, dr [ 
a I ah, e- 
I ( h,h2puw) - h3% pv2 
-hZa;x 
ap 
3 pw2 + h2h3,, 
First Cross Flow (y) Direction Momentum Equation 
I 




( h,h,puv) + a,, - (h,h,pv”) 
a I ah, ahI + [ az +h,-z- 1 (h,h,pvw) - h3xpu2 
ah3 dP -h - 
1 a 




Second Cross Flow (z) Direction Momentum Equation 
E a I ah dx + h, ax -!- ~](h,h,puw) + [ $- + h, -$]h,h,pvw) 
+ &h,h,pw') 
ah 
- h2f$pu2 - h,--+t” 
ap a h,h, dW aw 
+ hlh2 r =dy hpdy 2 Yyr 
It is assumed that the energy equation is represented by the equation 
ho = constant 
In the above u, v and w represent the mass weighted mean velocity components 







where the bar denotes an ensemble average. Also o and p are the ensemble- 
averaged density and static pressure, respectively, P is the effective 
viscosity (defined as the sum of the molecular viscosity and the turbulent 
Boussinesq viscosity, i.e., p = plam + LIT), and ho is the stagnation enthalpy. 
The pressure, density, velocities and stagnation enthalpy are related to each 
other through the perfect gas equation of state, viz., 
P s +[h,-+ (u2+v2+w2) I (8) 
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where y is the ratio of specific heats (assumed to be constant). The turbulent 
viscosity, VT, is calculated from a mixing length (algebraic) formulation, i.e., 
where R m is an a priori specified mixing length distribution. In this study 
the mixing length of McDonald and Camarata (Ref. 3) was utilized. 
fi,(y) = O.O96,,,tcmh[ KY /(o.o9%,jl~ (10) 
where 6 b 
is the local boundary layer thickness, K is the von Karman constant 
(= 0.43), 7 is the distance from the nearest wall, and 3, the sublayer damping 
factor, is defined by 
a = [ P(y+-j+)]“*/c, 
where p(y+ - i+) is the normal probability function, 
Y+ - y(T/pY2/(p,,m /p) 
(11) 
(12) 
-+ where r is the local wall shear stress, y = 23 and 01 = 8. 
The partial differential equations (Eqs. (2) through (5)) along with the 
auxiliary relationships (Eqs. (6) and (8) through (10)) represent the set of 
equations which are supposed to describe the flow phenomena inside a rectan- 
gular supersonic inlet. These equations, along with the solution initial values 
at the first streamwise station and the appropriate boundary conditions, will 
be used as the base set of equations which are to be solved in the remainder 
of this report. However, before proceeding further, it is important to 
emphasize that the numerical procedure used in the present work can treat more 
general or alternate forms of the specified auxiliary relationships and 
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governing equations. For instance the form of the mixing length or the perfect 
gas equation of state could be changed. Additional curvature or stress terms 
(as long as they are not in the primary flow direction) could easily be 
incorporated. 
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BRANCHING SOLUTIONS TO THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
At high speed operating conditions the flow upstream of the inlet throat 
is supersonic except for the regions near the walls and thus the governing 
equations in the supersonic core region are essentially spatially hyperbolic 
in nature. In typical supersonic inlets, boundary layer bleed is used to 
minimize distortion and pressure loss generated at incident shock wave 
boundary interactions. The bleed also has the effect of suppressing the extent 
of the subsonic region in the boundary layers, where the differential equations 
are essentially elliptic in nature and downstream influences can effect the 
upstream flow. With sufficient bleed the elliptic (subsonic) regions can be 
kept negligibly small, and if modifications are made to the solution procedure 
in the subsonic region, the governing equations in the supersonic inlet can 
still be solved by a forward marching procedure. 
If the initial value approximations to the Navier-Stokes equations are 
used directly, i.e., without modification, for the case of the rectangular 
supersonic inlet a phenomenon known as 'branching' generally occurs. 
Basically this phenomenon occurs because of the interaction of the subsonic 
portion of the flow with the supersonic portion of the flow. When an adverse 
pressure gradient occurs (as would happen with the shock*boundary layer 
interaction), the subsonic region reacts to this by expanding (see e.g., 
Shapiro, Ref. 4). This in turn causes the supersonic portion of the flow to 
also turn which, of course, causes a further rise in pressure. Since there 
is no damping mechanism for this phenomenon (since streamwise diffusion terms 
have been removed to create the initial value approximations to the Navier- 
Stokes equations) the result can be an unstable situation. An excellent 
review and interpretation of the branching phenomenon is given by Weinbaum 
and Garvine (Ref. 5). 
Typically the problem of branching with initial value approximations to 
the Navier-Stokes equations has been avoided by explicitly specifying the pres- 
sure, as for instance is done in classical boundary layer theory. Previous 
work aimed at eliminating this branching problem is largely based on the early 
work of Rudman and Rubin (Ref. 6). Rudman and Rubin solved the equations for 
hypersonic viscous flow over slender bodies with sharp leading edges. In this 
work the streamwise pressure gradient was neglected and thus the branching 
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phenomenon was suppressed. Based on this two-dimensional work a series of 
three-dimensional problems have been attacked (Refs. 7 to 15). All of these 
three-dimensional solution procedures use iterative techniques and in each case 
the streamwise pressure gradient was neglected. Lubard and Helliwell (Ref. 12) 
also tried setting the streamwise pressure gradient to the explicitly computed 
value but because of the small streamwise pressure gradient associated with the 
geometry, no significant difference was noted over the case with the zero 
pressure gradient assumption. The neglecting of the streamwise pressure 
gradient to suppress branching therefore limited these earlier works to flow 
situations where little streamwise pressure gradient is generated, e.g., flow 
over a cone. Since the purpose of an inlet is to efficiently diffuse the 
external flow for use by the engine by generating a streamwise pressure gradient, 
numerical techniques which neglect the streamwise pressure gradient are not 
sufficient for the analysis of flow in an inlet. The remainder of this section 
will discuss a technique for suppressing branching without neglecting the 
streamwise pressure gradient. 
The technique for implicitly including the effect of the streamwise 
pressure gradient in the initial value approximations to the Navier-Stokes 
equations can be divided into three parts. First, the equations are assumed 
to reduce to the more conventional boundary layer equations in the subsonic 
regions of the flow. Second, the wall tangency condition is enforced at the 
interface between a supersonic and subsonic region. Finally, the subsonic 
region is kept from directly influencing the supersonic regions by the use 
of 'type dependent' finite difference operators. The first two parts will 
now be discussed in detail; discussion of the 'type dependent' differencing 
will be deferred until the next section. 
Figure 2 shows the division of a planar cross section (at a given streamwise 
station) into supersonic and subsonic regions for a typical rectangular inlet. 
In this study the initial value approximations to the Navier-Stokes equations, 
represented by Eqs. (2) through (5), were used directly for the supersonic 
region. Since/ these equations are essentially spatially hyperbolic in behavior 
in the supersonic region, these equations can be replaced by their finite 
difference analogues without further modification and then solved by a forward 
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marching procedure. In the (thin) subsonic region Eqs. (2) through (5) are 
modified. First it is assumed that in the entire (thin) subsonic region 
the momentum equation normal to the nearest wall is replaced by the conven- 
tional boundary layer approximation that the pressure gradient normal to 
the wall is balanced by the curvature terms. In a region close to a 'y wall' 
the cross flow y-momentum equation is replaced by 
ap 
h,h,dy = h,% pw2 + h 3~” 
3 ay 
while near a 'z wall' the cross flow z-momentum equation is replaced by 
ap ah 





For the case of rectangular inlets h3 is equal to unity and the metrics are 
functions of x and y only. Hence Eqs. (13) and (14) can be reduced to their 
familiar boundary layer form 
ap I ah, 






The second approximation is termed the wall tangency condition and this 
condition is used to replace the continuity equation on the sonic line by 
the approximation that the flow is parallel to the nearest wall. The tangency 
condition thus becomes a problem of geometry only (Fig. 3). In a region close 
to a ‘y wall' (with no bleed) this becomes 
+ = tan(y,-y) (17) 
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and in a region close to a 'z wall' (with no bleed) this becomes (since the 
y's are a function of y only) 
w=o (18) 
It is to be noted that the normal pressure gradient-curvature relationship 
replaces the cross flow momentum equation everywhere in the subsonic region 
while the wall tangency condition is applied only at the sonic line. In the 
subsonic region the forms of the primary flow or x-momentum equation and the 
continuity equation (below the sonic point) remain unchanged. In addition 
the remaining momentum equation, i.e., the z-momentum equation near a 'y wall' 
or the y-momentum equation near a 'z wall', is also unchanged. This last 
feature allows for the existence of y-direction pressure gradients near a 
'2 wall' and z-direction pressure gradients near a 'y wall'. Thus, for 
instance, glancing shocks on the sidewalls are allowed to generate subsonic 
cross flows as a result of the cross flow pressure gradient generated in the 
supersonic region. The above formulation allows the streamwise pressure 
gradient term to be included without causing the initial value approximate form 
of the Navier-Stokes to exhibit branching. The pressure gradient-curvature 
relationship, along with the wall tangency condition and the appropriate 
differencing, has the effect of allowing the supersonic region to impress its 
pressure on the subsonic region while preventing the subsonic region from 
directly interacting with the supersonic region. The effect of the subsonic 
region on the supersonic region is indirect and occurs only as a result of 
stream tube expansion, not as the result of rate of change of stream tube 
expansion which it would if the normal velocity were not constrained by the 
wall tangency approximation. This limited interaction between the subsonic 
and supersonic regions is carried over into the numerical difference molecule 
which is 'type-dependent' in the manner in widespread use for transonic 
inviscid calculations (Jameson, Ref. 16). The type-dependent differencing 




In this section a brief discussion of the numerical procedure will be 
presented. For more details, the reader is referred to Refs. 2 and 17. 
The general approach is to take the governing system of equations which describe 
the flow in a supersonic inlet (Eqs. (2) through (5) and (15) through (18) 
as previously described) and replace them with finite difference analogues. 
The result of the replacement is a set of coupled nonlinear algebraic equations. 
These equations are linearized by Taylor series expansions about the solution 
at the most recent streamwise station. This results in a series of coupled 
implicit linear equations for the unknovn dependent variables at the next 
streamwise station. The terms are then grouped by the coordinate direction 
and then solved by a consistently split, block implicit technique. The 
splitting technique is used to reduce the multidimensional (in this case 
two-dimensional) linearized difference equations to a sequence of one- 
dimensional matrix equations. For three point or less difference formulations, 
these linear one-dimensional difference equations can be written in a block- 
tridiagonal matrix form and solved efficiently and without iteration by 
standard block elimination techniques. To demonstrate how the above formation 
is used, the method will be applied to the continuity equation, Eq. (2). 
The first step is to replace the partial differential equation by its finite 
difference analogue. This results in, for variable centering in the streamwise 
direction, 
( h2h3pu)“+’ - (h2h3,dn 
Ax + p[ 8+h,h3pv) + 8,( h,h2pw)]“+’ 
+ (I+)[ 8,,(h,h3pv) + 8z(hlh2pw)]n 
(19) 
where Ax is the grid spacing in the marching (x) direction, 6 and 6s are the 
Y 
difference operators in the y and z cross plane directions, respectively, and 
the parameter B has been introduced to permit a variable centering of the 
scheme in the x marching direction. If B = 1, a fully implicit scheme results 
and 8 = l/2 yields the Crank-Nicolson formulation. n refers to the streamwise 
(x) station where the values of the dependent variables are known while 
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n + 1 refers to the next streamwise station where the values of the dependent 
variables are unknown. Equation (19) is written at each grid point in the 
plane perpendicular to the streamwise direction, i.e., the y-z plane at x 
station n + 1. Equation (19) is nonlinear in the unknown dependent variables 
and is obviously coupled to the other governing equations through u, v, w and 
P. Linearizing Eq. (19) about the nth streamwise station by Taylor series 
expansion yields 
hZ”+‘h3”+’ 




+ &[ h:+‘h;+‘( p”v”+’ + v”p”+’ - p”V”)] ’ 
+ (I +)6$h,“h; p”v”) 
+ pa, [ h;” h;+‘( pnwn+’ + W”p”+’ - /zJ”w”)] 
+ (I-@)8,(h,nh;pnwn) = 0 
(20) 
Equation (20) is a linear equation in u n+l n+l n+l n+l , v , w and p . This proce- 
dure can be utilized to derive linear implicit difference approximations to 
the momentum equations (or to the subsonic approximations to these equations). 
Pressure terms are easily linearized using the equation of state and the perfect 
gas law, for example 
n+i 
E a,, { y p [ ho - + ( u2 + v2 + w2)]}“+’ 
becomes (with constant y and ho) 
+ w"w"+' 1 




When each of the governing equations is linearized as above, the resulting 
difference approximations can be grouped by coordinate direction and written 
in compact linear matrix difference operator notation as 
- 4”) = D,@ “+’ + D,@“+’ + S (23 
where Cp is a column vector containing the dependent variables u, v, w and p 
at each grid point in the y-z plane and A is a square 4x4 submatrix. The D 
Y 
and D z are square 4x4 submatrices (written at each grid point in the y-z plane) 
containing elements which are themselves spatial difference operators for the 
y and z directions, respectively. S is a column vector reserved for any 
source terms present. The matrices A, D 
Y' 
DZ and the column vector S contain 
only quantities which are known, hence Eq. (23) is linear in Q n+l . 
Equation (23) could be solved by a direct method but only at considerable 
cost considering the number of grid points required for acceptable accuracy. 
In this study to reduce the computational labor of solving the system of 
equations the Douglas-Gunn splitting technique was utilized. For the case 
considered this results in the equations 
- a”) = D,b + D,@” + S 
for the first sweep and 




for the second sweep, where 0 is the approximation to 0 n+l to order Ax2. 
Rather than solve Eq. (25) directly, some computational labor can be saved 




Additional computational labor can also be saved by observing that during the 
first sweep the implicit coupling between the z-momentum equation and the 
remaining equations is weak and that during the second sweep the implicit 
coupling between the y-momentum equation and the remaining equations is also 
weak. This uncoupling allows one to solve Eqs. (24) and (26) in two parts, 
the first with 3x3 submatrices and the second with 1x1 submatrices rather than 
in one part with 4x4 submatrices. For this system of equations this results 
in approximately 50% savings in computer time in the block elimination proce- 
dure. This concept is termed reducible sub-blocks and is discussed in more 
detail in Ref. 18. 
Before proceeding to a discussion of the forms of the cross plane 
difference operators (6 
Y 
and AZ> as applied to the case of the rectangular 
inlet, two further areas must be covered, initial conditions and boundary 
conditions. In order to apply Eqs. (24) and (26) it is necessary that all 
values of the dependent variables, viz., u, v, w and p be provided at each 
grid point in the initial y-z plane. Once this is done Eqs. (24) and (26) 
can be marched in the primary flow direction (x) if appropriate boundary 
conditions are specified at the four boundaries corresponding to the . 
boundaries of the y-z computational domain. Boundary conditions must be 
specified for each of the four partial differential equations. However 
because of use of the block matrix technique of solving all equations simul- 
taneously (rather than the use of a sequential iterative solution technique) 
coupled boundary conditions can be specified. For instance, one possible 
boundary condition could be to specify that the pressure normal to the cowl 
is zero, i.e., 
dP - ro 
ay 
(27) 
However the pressure has been eliminated from the system by use of the perfect 
gas law and the assumption of constant stagnation enthalpy. Thus Eq. (27) 
becomes after linearization, a coupled relationship, Eq. (22) between the 
dependent variables. However the virtue of the block implicit approach is 
that this coupled but linearized relationship is easily implemented as a 
boundary condition. 
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n n II 
Turning to the problem of 'type dependent' differencing, the form of the 
difference operators utilized in the present study is a necessary part of 
the technique of prohibiting the subsonic flow from causing the solution to 
branch. In the supersonic portion of the flow all cross plane derivatives 
are represented by means of standard three point central difference formulae. 
In the subsonic portion of the flow all pressure derivatives in the direction 
normal to the nearest wall are taken as two point one-sided away from the wall. 
This allows the subsonic pressure to be implicitly set by the supersonic flow. 
In addition, in the subsonic region the convective derivatives normal to the 
nearest wall are differenced as two point one-sided towards the wall. Finally 
on the sonic line, the convective derivatives normal to the nearest wall are 
differenced as two point one-sided away from the wall. 
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TEST CASES 
In order to evaluate the computational procedure described in the 
previous sections, two test cases were run with the PEPSIS computer code. 
The first case considered was that of a Mach number 2.5 flow entering a 
square duct. At some point downstream of the entrance air was blown into 
the duct through both the bottom and top walls. Further downstream the 
blowing was terminated. The intent of this test case was to determine if 
the PEPSIS computer code would correctly predict the expansion and compression 
waves produced by the initiation and termination of blowing. The second 
case considered was the flow in a Mach number 3.0 high-performance, "two- 
dimensional" mixed-compression, inlet system (Refs. 19 to 21). Although 
termed "two-dimensional" the inlet had a rectangular cross-section and the 
computations reflected this three-dimensionality. For the inlet case 
experimental data were available and hence comparisons were made between the 
predicted and measured results. Details of the two test cases run, the 
results of the theoretical predictions, and (for the inlet case) comparisons 
between theory and measurements will next be discussed in aetail. 
The first test considered was a uniform flow entering a square duct 
(Figure 4). The free stream Mach number was 2.5, while the Reynolds number 
based on free stream properties and the duct height was 5000. The viscosity 
was assumed to be constant. The primary direction of the flow was parallel 
to the walls of the duct. From 0.36 to 0.44 duct heights downstream of the 
duct entrance, air was normally injected into the oncoming flow from both 
the floor and top surface of the duct. The injection rate was varied in the 
spanwise plane as is shown in Figure 5. For this case a 10 x 10 uniform 
finite difference grid was utilized. Because of the uniform nature of the 
flow entering the square duct and the geometry of the duct two planes of 
symmetry can be associated with this problem, and hence the flow need only 
be solved in the quarter plane. On the planes of symmetry, symmetry boundary 
conditions were utilized, while on the walls the three no-slip conditions were 
used for the velocity components and the normal momentum equation was used as 
the fourth condition. Figures 6 through 8 show the transverse pressure 
coefficient distributions (at four spanwise stations each) at three selected 
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streamwise stations, i.e., at streamwise locations 0.522, 0.810, and 2.213 
duct heights from the duct entrance. 
In Figure 5, which is slightly downstream of the cessation of blowing, 
the compression disturbance can be seen propagating across the duct. Since 
the amount of blowing decreases as the sidewall is approached, the strength 
of the disturbance is smaller in the region of the sidewall. In Fig. 6 the 
effect of the expansion (caused by the cessation of blowing) can be seen to 
have somewhat cancelled the effect of the compression in the region of the 
wall, and by the time the flow has reached the last streamwise station (Fig. 6) 
the interaction effects of the compression and expansion have to a great 
degree cancelled each other out. Figure 9 shows the streamwise variation of 
the pressure coefficient at selected transverse locations on the vertical 
plane of symmetry (curves (l), (2) and (3) correspond to transverse locations 
of 0.05, 0.22 and 0.45 duct heights respectively). From careful examination 
of this plot it can be deduced that over the streamwise domain of this calcu- 
lation the compression wave has reflected off the horizontal plane of symmetry 
and has propagated back down to the bottom wall. On the other hand, the 
expansion wave has propagated upward, reflected off the plane of symmetry, 
but not yet reached the bottom wall. 
For the second test case, the PEPSIS computer code was used to calculate 
the flow field for the NASA Ames Research Center large-scale variable-geometry 
inlet system operating at a design Mach number of 3.0 with a Reynolds number 
per foot of 2.2 x 106. A schematic of the inlet system is shown in Fig. 10. 
For more details of this experimental apparatus the reader is referred to 
Refs. 19 to 21. The inlet capture area is 14 inches square with the ramp 
initially inclined 7" to the horizontal. A variable-ramp drive mechanism 
allows the second portion of the ramp to pivot around a point 28 inches 
from the ramp leading edge. The design condition (and that used for the 
computations) was a second ramp angle inclined at 14" to the horizontal while 
the cowl surface is parallel to the horizontal. The coordinate system used 
for the computation of the flow field is shown in Fig. 11. This coordinate 
system was generated by Charles Towne of NASA Lewis Research Center with the 
ADD computer code (Ref. 22). The ADD code uses a Schwartz-Cristoffel trans- 
formation technique to calculate the conformal coordinate system (hl = h2) 
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associated with a given geometry. The ADD code will not generate a coordinate 
system that allows for a step discontinuity in curvature (as happens when the 
ramp angle discontinuously changes from 7" to 14", but instead generates a 
smooth curve rather than a discontinuity. For instance, inspection of Fig. 11 
shown that the initial ramp angle is not 7", but instead transitions from 
O" to 7" gradually. The second ramp angle, 14", also does not occur dis- 
continuously. 
The coordinate system shown in Fig. 11 was used by the PEPSIS computer 
code to calculate the flow field inside the NASA Ames inlet. It was assumed 
that the initial flow was at uniform free stream conditions. For the first 
runs on the NASA Lewis Research Center's UNIVAC 1100 a 20 x 20 nonuniform 
mesh was used in the cross-sectional plane with (as can be seen in Fig. 11) 
packing of grid points in the region of the ramp and cowl. The PEPSIS 
computer code was marched 181 streamwise steps, the computation terminating 
just upstream of the inlet throat. For the first 10 streamwise stations a 
marching step size, Ax, of 0.025 was used. From streamwise station 10 to 20, 
the marching step size was increased from 0.025 to 0.04. After station 20 
the step size remained constant at 0.04. The cowl was encountered at stream- 
wise station 70. (It is to be noted that the streamwise grid of Fig. 11 only 
plots every other marching station.) Ax is the computational step size and 
not the physical step size, which is given by hl(x)Ax, thus accounting for 
the varying physical step size when Ax is a constant. 
The boundary conditions utilized for the computation in the inlet can be 
divided into three categories: (1) boundary conditions on walls, (2) boundary 
conditions on the computational surface upstream of cowl, and (3) boundary 
conditions on the plane of symmetry. The wall boundary conditions require 
that the two components of the velocity parallel to a wall obey the wall 
function boundary condition (see Appendix B) and that the velocity component 
normal to the wall be zero (or equal to the bleed rate). In addition the 
momentum equation in the direction normal to a wall is presumed to be satis- 
fied. On the computational surface upstream of the cowl Mach line extrapol- 
ation was utilized (see Appendix B). Initially some difficulty was encountered 
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III I 
with these boundary conditions. Preliminary analysis indicates that this 
problem was associated mainly with the poor accuracy of the metric infor- 
mation in the vicinity of the boundaries. The last category of boundary 
conditions was applied on the transverse plane of symmetry. This computa- 
tional plane of symmetry exists only because of the geometry of the inlet 
considered and because a 0" yaw case was considered. The symmetry conditions 
require that the transverse derivatives of the streamwise velocity, u, 
transverse velocity, v, and the density, p, be zero at the plane of symmetry. 
In addition, the spanwise velocity, w, must be zero. Because of the magni- 
tude of the Reynolds number of the flow inside the inlet, the entire flow 
was presumed to be turbulent. For the case considered the previously 
discussed mixing length model of McDonald and Camarata (Ref. 3) was utilized. 
Finally, for this calculation the effect of bleed was neglected. 
Results of the computation are presented in Figs. 12 to 17. Figure 12 
shows the inviscid shock pattern. The pattern for the above case was com- 
puted by two-dimensional method of characteristics (Ref. 19). Figure 13 
shows the "shock" pattern as calculated by the PEPSIS computer code. Except 
for the shock produced by the discontinuous 7" -14" bend in the ramp all of 
the inviscid shock waves are reproduced by the PEPSIS calculation. It is 
likely that the absence of the shock due to the ramp discontinuity is caused 
by the previously discussed smoothing produced by the ADD code coordinate 
system. This smoothing causes the PEPSIS code to produce a series of 
compression waves rather than an easily identifiable shock wave. Figures 
14 and 15 show the streamwise distribution of pressure along both the ramp 
and cowl at the plane of symmetry. It is evident that the PEPSIS computations 
agree very well with the experimental results, both in the positioning of 
and the strength of the shock waves. Figures 16 and 17 compare the two- 
dimensional method of characteristics ramp and cowl pressure distributions 
with those produced by the PEPSIS computer code. The PEPSIS results compare 
favorably with the method of characteristics solution. The only difference 




The PEPSIS users' manual is meant to serve as a guide in helping the 
user perform successful runs with the PEPSIS computer program. The manual 
is divided into six parts. The first part is a flow diagram to help the 
user understand the basic flow of the program. Because of the size of the 
code, a detailed flow diagram would be rather cumbersome to use and would 
probably by of little use to the user. Therefore the flow diagram provides 
only the 'big picture' of the code. If a user is interested in the details, 
it. is suggested that he consult the program listing. The second part describes 
in detail the input required to run a case with the PEPSIS computer code. 
The vast majority of the input is input via the NAMELIST format. There are 
two advantages to the NAMELIST format, viz., that if the default values are 
acceptable, the user need not input that variable and that, within a given 
NAMELIST, the order in which the variables are entered is irrelevant. The 
third part of the users' manual describes the error conditions which can occur 
in PEPSIS and the corrective action which should be taken if they occur. 
The fourth part describes the PEPSIS FORTRAN variables. The FORTRAN variable 
(with dimensions for dimensional variables), their COMMON block for the vari- 
able, and the description of the variable is presented for the variables in 
alphabetical order. The fifth part describes the storage devices which are 
required to make a run with PEPSIS. If general orthogonal coordinates are 
used, the present version of PEPSIS reads data off unit 10 by means of binary 
reads. The main reason that this was done was to economize on computer run 
time as formatted reads take considerably more time than binary reads. 
However if the metric data generated on unit 10 is done on say a UNIVAC com- 
puter and the PEPSIS run is to be made on say a CDC computer, the binary 
reads must be changed to formatted reads because of the incompatability 
between UNIVAC binary and CDC binary. The required changes must be made in 
SUBROUTINE GEOTRB. Finally, the sixth part of the users' manual gives the 
input and output for a typical PEPSIS run. 
Before proceeding to the first part, it is perhaps wise to give some 
general background that will help in interpreting that which follows. 
Figure 18 is a schematic of a typical cross flow section at a given axial 
station. In the PEPSIS computer code, the transverse direction is denoted 
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as the y-direction while the spanwise direction is denoted as the z-direction. 
The lower boundary is called the 1 surface, the upper boundary the 2 surface, 
the left boundary the 3 surface and the right boundary is called the 4 
surface. The PEPSIS logic assumes that the ramp is on a 1 surface and that 
the cowl is on a 2 surface. The 3 surface is assumed to be a plane of 
symmetry while the sidewall must be on a 4 surface. 
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Flow Diagram for PEPSIS Code 
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Except for a title card and two input variables which are needed by the 
plot file, all PEPSIS input is input through NAMELISTS $LIST2 through $LIST8. 
The input variables in each of the NAMELISTS will be described and if a default 
value exists, its value will be given. 































Reciprical of Symmetry 
SYSTEM=1 - Quasi-Cartesian 
Coordinates 
SYSTEM=2 - Quasi-Cylindrical 
Coordinates 
Namelist Input Description 
Description 
Reference Variables 
Reference value of velocity (ft/sec>. 
Reference length (ft). 
Reference temperature (OR), Default 416.0 OR. 
Reference kinematic viscosity (ft2/sec). 
Gas constant (ft-lbf/slug-OR), Default 1716.3 
Scale factor for metric information from ADD code. 
Flag to print out namelists. Default value is 1. 
IWR=l. Print namelists. 
















Axisymmetric geometry sentinel. Default value is 0. 
IAxI=O. No axisymmetric option. 
IAXI =l. Axisymmetric option used. 
Cartesian geometry sentinel. Default value is 1. 
ICAR = 0. No Cartesian option. 
ICAR = 1. Cartesian geometry used. 
If ICAR = 0 and IAXI = 0, general orthogonal 
coordinates are used. For this option storage unit 
10 must be generated from the ADD code (or equivalent). 
(Ref. 22). 
Geometry and Restart Options 
Nondimensional value of y at the number 1 surface. 
Nondimensional value of y at the number 2 surface. 
Nondimensional value of z at the number 3 surface. 
Nondimensional value of z at the number 4 surface. 
Number of grid points in the y(IAD1 = 1) and 
z(IAD1 = 2) directions. 
Roberts'grid transformation sentinel for y and z 
directions, respectively. Default values are 1. 
(See Appendix A). 
IGRID(IAD1) = 0. Equally spaced grid points. 
IGRID(IAD1) = 1. One boundary layer grid at surface 
number 1 (IADI = 1) or 3 (IADI = 2). 
IGRID(IAD1) = 2. Boundary layers at both surface 
numbers 1 and 2 (IADI = 1) or surface numbers 3 and 4 
(IADI = 2). 
IGRID(IAD1) = 3. One boundary layer grid at surface 












Estimate of boundary layer thickness for use with 
Roberts'grid transformation. If IGRID(IAD1) = 2, 
the value of EPS(IAD1) is the same on both surfaces. 
EPS(IAD1) equals the percentage of the distance 
YS(2,IADI) - YS(1,IADI). EPS corresponds to the 6 
used in Appendix A. 
Number of stations to be marched during a run. 
X2-X1 is the nominal value of AX in the equation 
X(1) = X(1-1) + AP*(x(I-1) - X(1-2)) 
where X(ISTART) = XENTR 
and X.(ISTART+l) = X(ISTART) + AX 
and I varies from ISTART+ to NS. For a restart 
ISTART=IRSTIN while for a new case ISTART=l, AP 
represents the rate at which the marching step size 
grows (AP > 1) or diminishes (AP < 1). Default values 
of XENTR and AP are 0.0 and 1.0, respectively. The 
value of XENTR must be input during each restart 
run and must equal the value of X at the restart 
station. 
Marching station number where data is to be read 
in for restart case. Default value is 0. 
IRSTIN = 0. Not a restart case. 
IRSTIN + 0. Restart case started from data at 
station IRSTIN. 
Interval for saving restart information. 
Default value is 0. 
IRSTOT = 0. No restart information is saved. 
IRSTOT # 0. Information is saved at each IRSTOTth 
station. 
Logical file name from which restart information is to 
be read. Default value is 11. 
Logical file name onto which restart information is to 
be written. Default value is 11. 















Number of restart stations saved on JRSTOT. Default. 
value is 0. On a restart by setting JRSTOT = JRSTIN 
and NFILE = NSAVED one file can be used for both read 
and write without destroying the information 
previously saved. 
Distribution of nondimensional bleed velocity at 
marching station JX and surface N. The index I 
represents the spanwise (for N = 1 and 2) or transverse 
(for N = 3 and 4) grid locations for the distributions. 
Default values are 0.0 AMDOTD(20,200,4). 
Marching direction location at which the cowl begins. 
Default value is 0.0. 
Turbulent Option 
Sentinel for laminar flow. Default value is 1. 
ILAM = 0. Turbulent flow. 
ILAM=l. Laminar flow. 
Mixing Length Constant 
Representative location of outer edge of boundary 
layer, 6B of Eq. (10). 
Boundary Conditions 
Boundary condition of the IVARth variable on the 
Nth surface. 
X-Momentum Equation (NV1 = 1) 
NBCON(NVl,N,l) = 0. U set equal to 0.0. 
NBCON(NVl,N,l) = 1. First derivative of u set equal 
to 0.0 when N # 2. For N = 2, u is set by Mach line 
extrapolation in region upstream of the cowl. (See 
Appendix B). Downstream of the cowl appropriate wall 
boundary condition is set automatically by code. 
NBCON(NVl,N,l) = 2. Second derivative of u set equal 
to zero. 
NBCON(NVl,N,l) = 3. Not used. 
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Namelist or 
variable name Description 
NBCON(NVl,N,l) = 4. Value of u set by wall functions. 
See write-up on NBCON(NV2,N,l) = 4 and NBCON(NV3,N,l) 
= 4. (See Appendix B). 
Y-Momentum Equation (NV2 = 2) 
NBCON(NV2,N,l) = 0. V set equal to AMDOTD(IZ,JX,N) 
where IZ is the spanwise grid location, JX is the 
marching location and N is 1 or 2. For N equal to 
3 or 4, V set equal to 0.0. 
NBCON(NV2,N,l) = 1. First derivative of V set equal 
to 0.0 when N # 2. If N = 2, V is set by Mach line 
extrapolation upstream of the cowl. Downstream of the 
cowl appropriate wall boundary condition set 
automatically by code. 
NBCON(NV2,N,l) = 2. Second derivative of V set equal 
to zero. 
NBCON(NV2,N,l) = 3. Not used. 
NBCON(NV2,N,l) = 4. Value of V set by wall functions. 
Cannot be used for N = 1 or 2. If used for N = 3 or 4, 
values of NBCON(NVl,N,l) must be set equal to 4. 
Z-Momentum Equation (NV3 = 4) 
NBCON(NV3,N,l) = 0. W set equal to AMDTOD(IY,JX,N) 
where IY is the transverse grid location, JX is the 
marching location and N is 3 or 4. For N equal to 
1 or 2, W is set equal to 0.0. 
NBCON(NV3,N,l) = 1. First derivative of W set equal 
to 0.0. 
NBCON(NV3,N,l) = 2. Second derivative of W set equal 
to 0.0. 
NBCON(NV3,N,l) = 3. Not used. 
NBCON(NV3,N,l) = 4. Value of W set by wall functions. 
Cannot be used for N = 3 or 4. If used for N = 1 or 







Continuity Equation (NRHO = 3) 
NBCON(NRHO,N,l) = 0. Pressure specified to be that 
of pressure at previous station. 
NBCON(NBHO,N,l) = 1. Apply normal momentum equation 
boundary condition when N # 2. If N = 2, p is set 
by Mach line extrapolation upstream of the cowl. 
Downstream of the cowl appropriate wall boundary 
condition set automatically by the code. 
NBCON(NBHO,N,l) = 2. Second derivative of density 
set equal to 0.0. 
Plot Information 
Plot option sentinel. Default value is 0. 
IPLOT = 0. No plots. 
IPLOT = 1. Plot file created. 
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Error Conditions in PEPSIS 
SUBROUTINE GEOTRB 
In SUBROUTINE GEOTRB there are three modes of failure when using the 
general orthogonal geometry capability. All failure modes indicate that an 
attempt is being made to calculate metric information in a region where the 
ADD computer code (or its equivalent) did not generate data. The error 
message is printed in the dayfile. 
'STOP GEOTRB' Indicates that an attempt is being made to obtain 
metric information at a value of x less than that 
at the first x-station for which data was generated 
by the ADD code. 
'STOP GEOTRBl' 
'STOP GEOTPB2' 
Indicates that an attempt is being made to obtain 
metric information at a value of y less than that of 
the first y-station for which data was generated by 
the ADD code. 
Indicates that an attempt is being made to obtain 
metric information at a value of y greater than that 
at the last y-station for which data was generated 
by the ADD code. 
SUBROUTINE RESTAR 
There are several modes by which SUBROUTINE RESTAR can fail. All involve 
improper use of the restart file. A message, 'STOP RESTAR', will be printed 
in the dayfile and a message 'RESTART REQUESTED AT STATION (Station Number) 
BUT STORED INFORMATION AT SEQUENCE (File Number) IS AT STATION' (Station 
Number). This message appears because the value of JX (marching station number) 
does not match the value of IRSTIN (see input). This can be caused by either 
an incorrect value of NFILE (see input) and a proper value of IRSTIN or an 
incorrect value of IRSTIN and a proper value of NFILE or incorrect values of 
both variables. Another failure mode would be for the file JRSTIN to be null 
or for the value of IRSTIN to be incorrect. These failure modes will cause 
the program to cease while in the NTRAN routine. 
SUBROUTINE MINVRS 
The mode of failure in this routine indicates that a matrix is singular 
and thus cannot be inverted. A message, 'STOP MINVRS', is printed in the day- 
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file and a message 'MATRIX SINGULARITY' followed by four integers is printed 
out. This usually indicates that an incorrect boundary condition(s) has been 
chosen. It is suggested that the values of NBCON be re-evaluated. 
FAILURE IN SQRT - 
If an attempt is made to take the square root of a negative number, a 
failure will occur. Usually this is due to a breakdown of the solution 
procedure when the flow wants to recirculate-Can impossibility with a para- 
mobilized method). The case to be run should be re-evaluated to determine if 
more bleed should be added to prevent the recirculation. 
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STORAGE FOR LINEARIZATION BLOCK MATRIX 
COEFFICIENTS - EQUIVALENCE0 TO BLK 
GAS CONSTANT / SCECIFIC HEAT 
ABENG = (GAMMA-11 l CMACH 
DIFFERENCE WEIGHTS 
INVERSE OF STREAMWISE STEP SIZE 
BLEED RATES 
STORAGE ARRAY FOR LINEARIZATION COEFFICIENTS 
El = -0.5 l AB 
GENERAL PURPOSE STORAGE ARRAY 
GENERAL PURPOSE STORAGE ARRAY 
CRANK-NICHOLSON FACTOR 
EWDP 1 = BUD + 1 
MACH NUMBER 
GEOMETRIC INFORMATION NEEDED FOR PLOT FILE 
SOURCE TERM 
SUBROUTINE 
- USED BY BOUNDARY CONDITION 
STORAGE FOR LINEARIZATION COEFFICIENTS IN 
BOUNDARY CONDITION SUBROUTINE 
MESH DISTRIBUTION FACTOR 
GENERAL STORAGE ARRAY - USED MAINLY FOR 
GEOMETRY 
STORAGE FOR METRIC COEFFICIENTS AND 
DERIVATIVES 
;~O~W&E FOR PLOT INFORMATION - EQUIVALENCE0 
ANGLE OF COORDINATE LINES RELATIVE TO 
THE HORIZONTAL 
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS 
PRODUCT OF GAMMA TIMES GAS CONSTANT 
AD1 SWEEP DIRECTION 
SHIFT INDEX 
LINES ON WHICH AD1 IS BEING PERFORMED 
COUNTER FOR NTRANNING SUBROUTINES 
SENTINEL FOR AXISYMMTRI’C COORDINATES 
SENTINEL FOR CARTESIAN COORDINATES 
SENTINEL FOR LAHINAR AND TURBULENT FLOk 
SENTINEL FOR READING AND WRITING 
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SENTINEL FOR PLOT OPTION 
AXIAL STATION NUMBER FOR RESTART 
INTERVAL FOR RESTART INFORMATION 
LOCATION OF SONIC LINE 
LOCATION OF SONIC LINE 
RECIPORICAL OF SYMMETRY 
SENTINEL WHICH DETERMINES IF WALL FUNCTION 
LOGIC IS NEEDED 
\gGHE;b FILE FROM WHICH RESTART INFORMATION 
;;;:fE”h FILE ON WHICH RESTART INFORMATION IS 
MARCHING STATION INDEX 
STATUS CHECK 
LGP(IeJ) = I + (J-1) * NPOINT - STATEMENT 
FUNCTION DEFINING GRID POINT ADDRESS 
LZ = HZVAR * MLEVEL * NPOINT * NZ 
MEZ = NOUTER l 1 
MAXIMIUM LEVELS OF STORAGE 
INDEX FOR LAMINAR VISCOSITY 
INDEX FOR TURBULENT VISCOSITY 
MZ = LZ . 1 
MAXIMIUN NUMBER OF STORAGE VARIABLES 
INDICIES USE@ BY BOUNDARY CONDITION ROUTINE 
INDEX WHICH SPECIFIES TYPE OF BOUNDARY 
CONDITION 
FLAG WHICH TELLS WHEN END CAP LOGIC IS TO 
BE USED 
SEQUENCE NUMBER OF RESTART INFORMATION 
NCOL = 3 + NROW l 1 
NCOL(I) = 3 l NROWStI) l 1 
INDEX FOR ENTHALPY 
NEZ = NUPPER + 1 
INDEX FOR METRIC COEFFICIENT IN X - DIRECTION 
INDEX FOR DERIVATIVE OF X METRIC IN Y DIRECTION 
INDEX FOR METRIC COEFFICIENT IN Y - DIRECTION 
INDEX FOR DERIVATIVE OF Y METRIC IN X DIRECTION 
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INDEX FOR METRIC COEFFICIENT IN Z - DIRECTION 
INDEX FOR DERIVATIVE OF 7 METRIC IN X DIRECTION 
INDEX FOR DERIVATIVE OF 2 METRIC IN Y DIRECTION 
COUNTER FOR NTRANNING SUBROUTINES 
HAXIMIUH LINES OF STORAGE IN CORE AT ONE TIME 
INDEX FOR MIXING LENGTH 
NUMEER OF GRID POINTS IN Y AND Z DIRECTIONS 
NOUTER = NET+IADI) - 1 
MAXIMIUM NUMBER OF GRID POINTS IN Y OR 
Z DIRECTION 
COUNTER FOR NTRANNING SUBROUTINES 
INDEX FOR DENSITY 
NUMBER OF ROWS IN COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
;;MiEgEyF EQUATIONS SOLVED SIMULTANEOUSLY 
NUMBER OF STATIONS TO BE MARCHED 
NUMBER OF RESTART STATIONS SAVED 
SENTINEL.FOR INDICATING WHICH SET OF 
EQUATIONS BEING SOLVED 
NSLAB = MLEVEL l MZVAR l NPOINT 
INDEX FOR STRAIN TENSOR CONTRACTION 
NUPPER = NE(IAD1) - 1 
INDEX FOR X - DIRECTION VELOCITY 
INOEX FOR Y - DIRECTION VELOCITY 
INDEX FOR Z - DIRECTION VELOCITY 









































VON KARMAN CONSTANT 
LAMINAR KINEMATIC VISCOSITY 
MARCHING STATION LOCATIONS 
MARCHING 
8 
TATION LOCATION AT BEGINNING OF A 
CALCULATI N 
AXIAL LOCATION OF COYL 
PHYSICAL DISTANCE IN COMPUTATIONAL DIRECTION 
t;'~~~Cl~ENSIONAL EXTENTS OF COMPUTATIONAL 
BOUNDARY LAYER THICKNESSES 
COMPUTATIONAL COORDINATES 
REFERENCE LENGTH 
EQUIVALENT OF ZZ - STATEMENT FUNCTION 
GENhRAL PURPOSE STORAGE ARRAY 
GENERAL PURPOSE STORAGF FOR DEPENDENT 
VARIABLES 
EQUIVALENT OF ZZ - STATEMENT FUNCTION 
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Storage Devices Needed to Run PEPSIS 
The following storage devices are needed to successfully run the PEPSIS 
computer program. 
Unit Number 
8 Plot tape, needed only when input value of IPLOT=l. 
This file must be saved after a run. 
9 General purpose NTRAN mass storage device. Assumes 
word addressable device. No need to save this file. 
10 Storage device for metric data generated by the ADD 
computer code. Only needed when IAXI=O and ICAR=O, 
i.e., for general orthogonal coordinates. 
JRSTIN Logical file from which restart information is to be 
read. Default value is 11. 
JRSTOT Logical file onto which restart information is to be 
written. Default value is 11. This file must be 
saved after a run. 
Input and Results for a Sample Case 
Table I presents the input for a sample case the results of which are 
presented in the following pages. This run is taken from one of the first 
runs made on the inlet test case previously reported. The first part of 
the input is associated with the title and options for the plot option. Input 
in $LIST2 requires that no NAMELIST information will be printed (IWR=O) and 
inputs the reference values that yield a Mach number equals 3.0 flow. The 
$LIST3 data yields the general orthogonal geometry option and thus requires 
that the ADD computer geometry be generated on unit 10. $LIST4 data sets up 
the computational domain, the bleed schedule and restart information. This 
case was run three streamwise stations (to keep the printout manageable 
for the report). The value of IRSTOT requires that restart information be 
stored each three stations. A value of IRSTIN=O indicates that this is the 
first run of the computation, i.e., not a restart. $LIST5 datum tells that 
this case is for a turbulent run. The input for $LIST6 contains the estimate 
of the boundary layer thickness while the $LIST7 contains the boundary 
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conditions. These boundary conditions are typical of those required for 
turbulent inlet calculations. It is to be noted that the 2 surface boundary 
conditions are not those required for a cowl. Rather they are the boundary 
conditions associated with Mach line extrapolation. The code will automatically 
generate the cowl boundary conditions when the marching direction distance 
exceeds XJXTW. The final NAMELIST, SLIST8, is void because the default value 
of IPLOT is zero and this is the value desired. It is to be noted that even 
though no values are input in $LIST8 the cards $LIST8 and SEND are required. 
The output from PEPSI.5 for the above input is presented in Table II. 
The first two pages consist of the central difference operators for the 
cross flow directions. Next the metric information at the starting station 
is displayed. The BETA on the far right is the streamwise coordinate angle. 
Next the initial conditions are printed. For turbulent flow this consists of 
the cross flow plane distribution of x-velocity, y-velocity, z-velocity, density, 
stagnation enthalpy, turbulent viscosity, turbulence kinetic energy, dissipation, 
mixing length, shear, pressure coefficient divided by 2, Mach number and finally 
temperature. All of these variables are in nondimensional form, e.g., veloci- 
ties are nondimensionalized by UZERO. The IZ across the top of the distri- 
butions refers to z grid point location and z refers to the actual z location. 
The integers on the left-hand side refer to the transverse grid point location 
while the numbers to their immediate right are the corresponding values of 
the physical distances (corresponding to the FORTRAN variable Y) and are 
actually the integral of the computational y times h2. Above each distri- 
bution is the axial marching station JX and the marching distance X(JX). After 
the temperature distribution are two groupings which describe the extent of 
the supersonic and subsonic domains. In the first grouping the IJ refers to 
the z-grid location. The value of ISS is the y-grid location of the first 
supersonic grid point relative to surface 1 while ISSD is the y-grid location 
of the first supersonic grid point relative to surface 2. In the second 
grouping IJ refers to the y-grid location. ISS is the z-grid location of the 
first supersonic grid point relative to the 3 surface while ISSD is the z-grid 
location of the first supersonic grid point relative to the 4 surface. A 
value of ISS or ISSD of 999 refer to a row or column of all subsonic points 
and a value of ISS or ISSD of 1000 means that the corresponding surface value 
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of the.Mach number is supersonic unless that surface happens to 
function boundary condition. Following the initial conditions, 
th 
have a wall 
the above 
procedure is repeated at each marching station until the NS"' station is 
reached. At each station where a restart is written, a message is written. 
The message tells the file name, the marching station number and the sequence 
number. The only difference between the above output and that for a laminar 




An analytical coordinate transformation, developed by Roberts (Ref. 23), 
is a very effective means of concentrating grid points in the region of the 
computational boundaries. If, for instance, the region near a computational 
boundary corresponds to a boundary layer, the concentration of grid points 
in the physical plane will help in resolving the large gradients. Suppose 
that N grid points are used in the range yl 2 y 5 y2 (the same applies to the 
z-direction), and that the steep gradients are anticipated in a region B(y, - yl) 
near y 1' Then Roberts' transformation y,(y) is given by 
y,(y) - N + (N-I) In (;r;;c,,/ln(E) (A-1) 
where a = y 2 - y 1, b2 = a2/(1-8) and c = y2. The use of equally-spaced points 
in the transformed coordinate, YT' ensures a concentration in the region 
Yl 5 Y<Yl+i3(Y2 - Yl)' Derivatives with respect to the physical coordinate, y, 
are obtained from the chain rule formulae: 
and 
a2 ay, 2 a2 a2y, a 
dy2= dy ( > dyT2 + Syz ay, 
(A-2) 
(A-3) 
The relationships for dyT/dy and d2yT/dy2 are easily calculated from Eq. (A-l). 
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APPENDIXB 
SPECIAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Most of the boundary conditions utilized in the PEPSIS computer code are 
fairly straightforward and have been included in the users' manual portion of 
this report without comment. Three types of boundary conditions not in 
common usage are also available to the PEPSIS user. They are (1) Mach line 
extrapolation, (2) wall functions and (3) the momentum equation as a boundary 
condition. 
Mach line extrapolation is predicated on the concept that in a simple wave 
region, the flow properties remain constant along Mach lines. For a scalar 
quantity, $I, this results in the equation 
ii,*v+ -0 




where n is the unit vector in the direction of the Mach line. In two m 
dimensions, the Mach angle relative to the coordinate system, JI, is given by 
the sum of the flow angle relative to the coordinate system and the Mach angle 
relative to the flow; viz, 
$I = tan” + + sin-‘(+) ( ) 
Thus in general orthogonal coordinates Eq. (B-l) becomes 
a+ h, a+ dx +h, tanqdy = 0 
(B-3) 
(B-4) 
while Eq. (B-2), a vector equation, yields two scalar equations 
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au I ah, 
dx +h,dy”+ 
and 
aft I ah, I 




The Mach line extrapolation boundary conditions Eq. (B-4) through (B-6) are 
typically applied on the boundary upstream of the cowl lip. Eq. (B-4) is 
associated with the continuity equation (with 9 = P) while Eq. (B-5) and 
Eq. (B-6) are associated with the x- and y-momentum equations, respectively. 
In the PEPSIS computer code, wall functions may be used for the wall 
boundary conditions in lieu of the no-slip condition. Wall functions (as 
utilized in PEPSIS) are valid only for turbulent flow and are typically 
used when it is not possible to have enough grid points in the wall boundary 
layers to adequately resolve the large gradients normal to the wall. The 
wall function concept assumes that the velocity parallel to a wall, il, obeys 
the logarithmic law of the wall profile 







uf is the wall shear velocity and 7 is the normal distance from a wall. Taking 





For a 1 surface, C is given by the relationship 
and by assuming that the ratio of u/w does 




not vary (as a function of y) 




The boundary conditions represented by Eqs. (B-11) and (B-12) are applied at 
the first grid point away from a wall rather than at a wall grid point since 
the logarithm law of the wall is not valid at the wall. Solution of Eqs. 
(B-11) and (B-12) in conjunction with the governing partial differential 
equations results in nonzero wall slip values for u and w. These slip 
values represent the values of u and w required to satisfy the derivative 
conditions, Eqs. (B-11) and (B-12). Equations analogous to Eqs. (B-11) and 
(B-12) can easily be derived for surfaces 2, 3 and 4. 
The last category of boundary condition considered in this appendix is 
the normal momentum boundary condition. This boundary condition is typically 
applied as one of the wall boundary conditions (the other wall boundary 
conditions, for instance, might be u = v = w = 0). If a 1 or 2 surface 
is considered, Eq. (4) can be utilized, except that in this case several of 
the terms can be dropped. In the zero bleed case (v = 0), Eq. (4) becomes 
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ap 4 a 




For the case of u, v, w and their derivatives small, Eq. (B-13) becomes the 




An equation analogous to Eq. (B-13) can easily be derived for a 3 or 4 surface 
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Figure 11. - The computational mesh. 
Figure 12. - Inviscid shock pattern. 
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Figure 14. - Comparison of computed pressure distribution 
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Figure 15. - Comparison of computed pressure distribution 
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Figure 16. - Comparison of computed pressure distribution 
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Figure 17. - Comparison of computed pressure distribution 
with inviscid results along cowl. 
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Figure 18. - Typical cross flow section. 
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TABLE I. - PEPSIS SAMPLE INPUT 
NASA - LEWIS TEST CASE 
021.0 
%LIST2 
IWR = 01 
USCALE = 1.01 
TZERO = 414.09 
UZERO = 3000.09 
YZERO = 1.16446467~ 
VISCOS = 0.019 
SEND 
‘SLIST3 
ICAR = 01 
IaxI = 0, 
BEND 
SLIST4 
XJXTrd = 3.724639 
PMDOTD = 14000”0.0~ 
YS(lr1) = 0.01 
YS(2,l) = 1.0, 
YS(192) = 0.09 
YS(2r2) = 0.59 
NE(l) = 20r 
NE(2) = 4- 
IGRID = 2, 
IGRIU(2) = 0, 
EPS(1) = 0.109 
XEf\lTR = 0.91!321, 
Xl = 0.01 
x2 = 0.0259 
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aP = 1.09 
NS = 3, 
IRSTOT = 39 





ILArd = 01 
BEND 
16LIST4 
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..-... -__. ----- 
2 3.. 4 5 6 -.--. - .- -_-.-.--- 
.l;r3+G3 --~ .~lDot’35 l 3000+00 .1300*00 .5000*00 
.1c!DStGl .1353+31 .1a.g0+21 --. ._r_J.(lo+o1 ~.lncJO4Dl 
.l,Ci3+01 .1300+31 1000+01 .lDoO+Ol .1000+01 
. 1 L’c;+ oi .l’lGJm+Jl :ho,_J.L _... rd3_ilO+O 1 __- ,lOOn*ni 
.1cli3+i’1 .il30+01 .13oot~l .1300+01 .1000+01 
?lL00tGl -LlI30*~~ .1300+51 .1350+01 .1000+01 ^ .--. ._.- 
. I ::~L-l3+ ul .1350+31 . ima+ .lJ~c*o1 .1oao+o1 
.15L13+oJ . i33g.+y1 .r_lilx-+11__ _ 21330+ 0 1 .1000+01 __- 
.1cn3+:11 .i100*31 .1DGa+31 .ioaa+oi .1000*01 
.l;;GatQl ..? llIl:D?I1I ..t 1ooo.L!1- - r L000+03 _InQcl n1 
. l~os+ul .130ot$ . loI?o+Jl .I Joo+ol .1000~01 
.lG33+Q1 .___ ,.1~3Li+~.L-2..uDO .1300+01 l 1000+01 
. lc1;‘30+31 .i333+31 .1330+31 =I Joo+o1 .1000+01 
.1cc3tti1 .113Otgl _ =J.acQ.cJ.J. .lJoo+ol .1000+01 
.1303+u1 -~~llJo+o~ .1000+31 .1300+01 .looo+Dl 
.lilOStU~ .1J00*01 ---- -Llao.R~~~~ 0 o+ 0 1 .1000+01 .-. _._.. 
.l~&-Jf~l -- .1300*01 .1000+01 .1300+01 .1000+01 
.^_ ..?;x&?!&--dm?~~ .1000+01 .l gfJo+o1 .1000+01 
13iloto1 .1000*01 .1300+01 .1000+01 
.1cio3+e1 ml i? 32 t a_l _ ~.1oDO+J1~ .lrJnn+n1 l l 01 
.1C‘oOtGl .13clOtgl .1OOG+Ol .lJOO+ol .1000:01 
_._.. -. 
JX= 1, .-- 
_ _ _ 



































































LEVEL 3 c4444 ENERGY ***44 
3 4 5 6 
.~2301)+‘3!l l xln9+30 .4J00400 .5000400 
.0300 .3000 .3900 l 0000 
. LID3 
.J330 - 
l xl!? G-. .33ou .OOOD 
.cono .3300 .OOOO 
.E33J l 0000 .3000 .oooo 
.33on .oooo .lJOO l 0000 
.GlOO 
r a? o.D.-m-L- 3300 .oooo 
.iJlbO .GDOO .I000 .oooo 
.3330 ?bDOO .I300 .oooo -. . 
.JlJO .~I000 .3300 .oooo 
.OJiJG .L LA . 3300 l oooo 
.ii303 .;oou .3300 .oouo 
.JlOO =?a@.- -. rum---- .0000 
.L303 . GOiJn .3300 l 0000 
.,I30 .oooo .IJlloo l 0000 
.olzla~ ,cl!lmL --...,3nnn nnnn 
.GlCD .03OG -3300 .oooo 
.i!li!O L ~313J. ._ -~. -- ..3300-.0-L7 
.JIOO . PO00 .3300 *no00 
Arclrn-- . --.--,.,g&QlL-A.nDnn 
.GJO[3 .c33i3 .3300 .OOOO 
___-..--~- 























z = .3CLl0 
.l3cldtL’l .A LJP+sjl 
.931J’L]~ .lsln+Jl 
l 9561+;jn .1 iiL”>+s1 
.9243+G(-J .lc33+3l 





















3. 4 5 6 
. ;‘zl;,9+3g. . 3,l~‘un 3004f30 .Y .5000*00 
.1oumi -.. 115’3to1 .1070431 .1300+01 .1000*01 
.11.?J+Cl .llilclt31 ..134Jp~-~.AlJ00401 . .4 
. lJo3+iJl l i330+31 .1000+31 .11)00401 .1000401 
.10’33+cj1 .11c!ot31. + I_o_ 110_+3 1_23uf1+ n 1 . DOD4Dl 
.u-u+01 1330431 .1000431 .1000+01 
.licJtdl ;13m+o1 .10004cl1 .1300401 
.1000401 
.1000401 _ ..--.__ 
.lL33tLl .i333tCll I ID00+01 .1300401 .1ooJ+o1 
.1<3gtL.1 . lYI33+11 - “7 .1300401 ._-. ? 1.2 _o_a,o1 . xonpJ1 
.1;io3+31 .1300+31 .1000+D1 .1300401 .1000401 
.1.io3+01 13 i13t.31 2 1-xm_+_31 .1000401 .1000401 
. 1 :. (3 J t I) 1 :1.3mtm .10'3ii*J1 .1~00401 .1000*01 
. lLGj+Ol .1130+!l1 .1oJo+ol .1500401 .1000+01 
10!33+01 
:1imtci1 
.i330+01 .1300*01 .1300401 .10004fJ1 
.13g.g*31 ...a _1l.o[1401 .1300401 .1000401 
.1cioot@l .1139+31 .1000+01 .1300+01 .1000401 
.1c300+01 f lg.pp~3zlm ~~~m~~ooo+ol ~.1300401 .1000401 
.1c;c0+01 .1331)t31 .1300+31 .13oa*oi .1ooo+ai 
.11)03+01 .--.K 1300+31--L 1000401 .1000401 .1000+01 
.1003+01 .1100401 .1000+31 l l 300+01 .1000+01 







































3 4 5 6 ---_ _. --- 
.23oo+rJo l 3300+313 .4ooc+oo .5000+00 
.31.22t?rI .X22+33 md.31_.J.?+OO .3122+00 _ 
.3122+30 .3122+30 .3122toJ .3122+00 
.3111+au .3lli+ac T.3 1.11.T EL-. .3111+nn- 
.3393+?0 .3093+00 .3393+aa .3393+00 
c316 3+03 . 3063+33 .3063*09 _ _-.- .____ .3363*00 
.3513+35 .3013+30 .3313*aa l 3013+00 
.2336+IlO .2936+30_ . . ..2936+00 . . ..2936+00 
.>32'3+03 .2920*33 .2820+00 
.2648+30 
.282O+0o 
.2546+Da .2648*00 .2648+00 
.2U 06+;13 . ?‘t~-6ti]_~ ..___ ,74O6+00 .2936+00 
.2)74+33 .2074+3!l .2974+00 .2074+00 
.1543+30 .164CJ+Jq. .1640+00 .16~0+00 -~- 
11 Gl+JO .1101+00 .1101+00 .im+ao 
.2339*00 . 4 7 1 ,s -.aj .-. 4718-31 *4718-N _ -L.--------f-.- .4718-31 .9718-01 -4718~r11 
.17 313too .2223-cl1 .2223-01 .2223-111 .?223-31 .2223-01 .2223-01 
.lZlBtGO .9468-&I1 .9’+68-61 .9!!bB:sl .94_6.873 1 .Q468-01 .9468-nl 
.7993-31 .1693tGG .1693+@C .1593t?a .1693tRO .1593*00 .1693+00 
.4653-01 .JR79+uLi .2ir73+CL! .*2~7.?+uL 22fJr??D[I... ..3!!879tOO .2879+00 
.2527-~1 .5 4l+s+as .6445+Ci3 .6145+3U .64’+5+JO .b’t45tOa c64’15tOcI 































LEVEL 3 ***t4: 
- 
_-.. --. - --..-. 




































. 1 s 0 1 - 2 3.. .1501-03 .1501-03 _ _ ,^ -_ * 1~01-0’ in --.F _... . ..-..c--.---.-.1 1501-3’7 1501-33 
.l531-33 .1531-03 .1531-03 ljoi-93 
.1551-83 .1501-1;3 .1501-33 : 1501-03 
.1501-03 .1501-03 
.1501-03 .1501-03 
.15;11-53 .1501-03 .15Ji-93 .1501-03 .150x-03 
.1551-03 .1501-c3 .lSOl-03 .1501-03 .15a1-03 
.1501-03 
.1501-03 
.15Ji-03 . 1501-03 l 1,oGn3 .I501 -33 .1501-03 .1501-03 
.1531-33 .1501-c3 .15Ul-03 .1501-03 .-. - ^ _._ . . . . . ..-_.. -.---.-.- ---- - _.- ^ 
:1531-33 .lrJCl-03 .1551-03 
.1501-a3 .1501-03 
.1501-33 .1501-03 .lSOA-03 
.1531-‘33 .15n1-cIz .lj O! 93. _ .1L!U-33_ .1501-D3 .1501-03 
.15;11-03 .15L71-cIJ .3531-03 .1501-03 .1501-03 .1501-03 
.1551-03 l 15@1-03. .5OKD!:!?L . l501-iI3 .1501-03 _.._. _____._ .15[31-03 
.1530-II3 .1500-G3 .1500-‘33 .1500-03 .1500-03 .1500-03 
l 15?C-33_. .~1.S~J~U3~~dd!2O-~3 ..-1. .15oil-03 .1500-03 .1500-03 - 
.lS;)D-33 .1503-03 .15DD-D3 .15uo-03 .1500-03 .15DO-03 
.150n-03 .1533-03 .?150@7133 .1500-03 _ - -.. ~_1_5.00-03~~~,1500-O3 
.15OC-03 .1503-c3 .:500-03 .1530-33 .1500-03 .1500-03 
.150C-03 .1520-03 ~~15ao+J3. .-dQloTRL l 1500-03 .1500-03 
.14&3-03 .1483-03 .1u!33-03 .l't83-03 .1V83-03 .1483-03 
.53.$5-04 .-.f.S3.55.:04 .5365-34 .5365-011 _- .5365-04 .5365-04 
.5365-34 .5365-04 .5365-94 .5365-04 .5365-04 .5365-09 
JX- lr VARIABLE AT Xt 11= .FlS21+na- 






































1 2 3 4 5 6 
A? g-2 0 --.--2. 1LZJi .~. 11.3 ------ .‘1500+30 .5nau+n0 - _ ..-. -- ..- .2Ji33+JLl -_-.--_- -. . m+Jg 
.6717-04 .6717-24 .6717-94 .6717-iJ4 .b717-04 .6717-04 
_._- 
.6717-i’+ 


















_ .__.. _ .-. -. 
.6717-04 .6717-04 . 67 17 q4 .._. ~. .s7 17-04 .6717-04 
.6717-1714 .t717-34 .6717-34 .b717-Cl4 .6717-04 
.6717-04 .6717-04 .6717-34 .6717-04 .6717-04 
.6717.-or-. AI.lzYn!+ . 6-7 1.7 3 Ir- -.. .J b 7 1 7- ~4 . 7-n4 
.671b-04 .671b-34 .f,71b-34 .5716-04 .6716-DY 
.6716-url da7 1-b : 3 4 ,671h :J4 _ ..dZl6-04 6716-n? 
.6715-04 .6715-n4 .6715-34 .5715-[I4 .6715-04 
,b715-Cfl..._. _r671-~34-...-,67_13~4.--.b715-~4 .6715-04 
.6713-04 .6713-34 .6713-54 .5713-04 .6713-04 
.6712-04 ?5?.t-34 . 67 12 -a4 _ .r.5.1.12R!!w- .6712-04 
.6711-t4 .6711-34 .6711-04 .5711-04 .6711-04 
. 6799-04 .670?-04 l 6709734.- -_67n9=&- .5yop-04 
.h708-34 .fi708-34 .67 08 -34 .b708-04 .6708-II4 - 
~6!c!ti:Q.‘4 ___. ,-Uo8:94 ____ d1!28-34 .b708-a4 .67n8-n4 
.biPY-L;4 .t709-34 .6709 -04 .5709-04 .6709-a4 
.6711-~4 .! b T.lJ :J 4 .67113’c e-m. S_ZUA!is_-.671l-D4 
.6597-C4 .6597-34 .6597-34 .6597-D4 .6597-04 
. !496-04 ,1*96:2?s. 
.2991-S4 .i;191-il4 
.1496+!!. dY9a-SL---. 1496-04 
.2991-34 .2991-04 .2991-04 
JX- 1, VARIA3LE AT X( lb= .c11821+~il 




















Ii!= 1 2 
z = .JOJO .1G03+011 
.lOOJ*;;1 .3OJO .OOflJ 
l 9815+;)1' -.lR53-elk -.1663-08 
.9561+GD -.18h3-58 -.1663-08 
.9243+03 -.1853-08 -.1863-O?? 
.!384;1+313 .3OJc) .CJ3D 
.5349+clc, -.1863-38 -*l&63-dt: 
.7759+iJD .3GOU .5SUU 
*7075+,-a -.18,3-Dt3 -e 1663-08 
.5313+30 -.1853-i38 -* lE63-lit? 
.5489+lJo -.1853-D6 -.1863-CB 
.464t,+';3 -.lRb3-38 -.1663-38 
.3816+CO -.1863-08 -.1&63-l;B 
.304'3+cl? -.1663-08 -* 1863-08 
.2339+fG -.lPb3-DB -a 1663-CE 
.1730+01j -.lEbZ-DB -. 1 k63-GE 
.1216+i;O -.lR63-ae -.lB6;-Ce 
.799x-21 -.lEb3-36 -.lE63-08 
.46FO-Gl -.lbb3-CB -.1663-C& 
.2327-Li -.lf?63-Db -.le63-CE 
.0330 -.1853-OS -.lE63-CF 
3 4 5 6 
.xda+go .3000+00 
.OO@ti - 
_..Y ice?!-- .5aoa+oo 
.0300 l 3ooo .ooaa 
-.i~@3.:] ..de..*J&63-J3 -.1363-38 -0 1863-08 -.-.-_.--- _-. __- 
-. 13 63-38 -s 1863-38 -.1563-DB 
-.1363-JB -.1363-08 
-.1863-DE 
-* 1863-3R ..-...f--f86 3-06 
.G303 .11300 .3300 .oooo 
-.1963-78 -. 1863-08 -.1363-08 - ' 1 3aL--~ .- -. .- _._. ..-- E h 
.0300 l OJOO .lOJO . OOrJO 
-.1363-c]B -.1863-G -.1863-08 ._-.-.-------._-_ -.1863-05 .- ,_. .-. _.._ --. 
-.1363-38 -.lB63-38 -.ld63-08 -01863-08 
-.1363-38 -.1663:38 -.i!j63-D.B.m :.c1863-08 _ 
-.1363-DB -.1863-g!! -.1363-08 -.1863-08 
-.1363-!IB -.1663-D! -..1.&6J:mO&,,--e 1863-08 
-.1963-08 -.lB63-38 -.1863-08 -elB63-08 
-.1363-08 -. 18h3-08 -.1363-08 -,1863-08 
-.i363-DB -.1863-O!! -.lB63-08 -.1863-08 
-.i353-06 -a 186349 -.lmEj6_3-OB __.. _:?.!_B 6 3-08 __-_ ___._ 
-.1963-38 -. 1663-98 -.1'363-OS -01863-08 
-.1963-08 -.1863-OF -.1463-08 -a 1863-08 - ------ 
-.1963-cl8 -.1663-tiB .-.lB63-06 -.1863-08 
-.1363-DB -.e 18 6 3 52 e --.s~S~-TL 8 -.1863-08 





















2 I .3CJO 
.13(1u+~l .3351+01 
.96lD+Cil .3OJl+Jl 
.9561 +ilD .3 531+cl 
.9243+CC .3clc 1+31 




























































Iw A CH. -..- 4etci-- ___- 
























.L4 3.QMU---. 5-ua?.ga--- 
.3301+01 .30cl1+01 




.3 RII l?-Q l._.__ -_r3QQl?Q1----. 
.3ilo1+31 .3i101+01 
9 3 .~.Q1_+.0.l...---r_iuar~~.-- 
.3301+al .30D1*01 
33Ol*Dl ----E- .3002+nl 
.3301+01 .3oc)1+01 
... ..3.D_o1*91.___ -AK!1 + 0 1 
.3301+01 .3001+01 
..3 7 a i + a i .?-- _.- .-----...r-.- 3oaitoi _ 
.3001+01 .3aol+oi 


























. - .- . . . __......-- --._-- 
1, VARIAijLE AT X( i)= .91821'?0 .-_. _.--...- _ ._-~ 
121 1 






.8349’OG l lGJc+al 
.7759+30 .ia33+a1 












.3acu .l DI)C’GA 
LEVEL 3 t4444 TSTAT *et;*. ~.- 
.- ..- _.-- _--- -.-.. --- 
2 3 4. .- .-. .A-.- ..----L------ 
.lCrIS’GG .23a3*00 .mcCi+C .43oc*ao .5300+00 
.l~@G+cl .13GG+Gl . lGGG+31 _ d~ag.oG+ol l 1~0’01 _
. l~‘L7JiCfi .I .lJJO+ai ~l~oo+al .1300*01 . lGGo+Ol 
.lGGG’Ol 1”CI+31 lJCO+Ol .lGOO+Ol . .._ .-.:.-.r.u-..-... -- ^... !. 2----- . loGn+O1 
.lLGCI+Gl .1303+31 .1050+01 .I GoG*Gl .iooo+ai 
.lGOG+Cl .naa+u .1aow3i _ .dJ.G.Il_+Ql .1000+01 
4-I:a+ol .13G3+01 .iaoG+G1 .la00+0i . loGG+ol 
. lGe3+c!l ~.llGC’Gl . fqfJo~$l~ _-__ fj.Loc+o 1 .1000+01 __- 
.1GDO+Gl .i3an+ai .~aoo+ai .13uo+o1 .105G+ol 
. l~C3’c’l .na3+3i . lGCG+31 ;1T)oc+o1 . loDO+ . 1 ti G j + o i..-.‘--.-.;loo~.~i ..-- .la a o l 3 1 - 
l lDG0+0l .1oocJ+n1 
.lCG3’~1 .i30a+3i .1qno+o1 .._.._ t? aoo+ol l 1000+01 
.1203+Gl naG*3i .ioaG+ai .13cio+o1 .1000+01 
.ll;D3’iJl :mG+31 
.13oG+Gl- 
.ppai .lGoG+G~m . luoG+ol 
.l~GG’Gl l lGDG+31 .1300+01 .lGUG+Ol 
l . 1 s.c P.CL- --~A3-E.oL..-~ lDlJ0+01 .lOGO+Gl . 10 Do+01 
.1L1’03+01 . ilGG+Gl . looo+G~ .lJGG+Ol . lDoO+Ol 
.iGoa+o1 400+31 ~_ l !g.P.F;.+o1 .l OOCtLJl 1003+31 ---_- _. - .------~--*- 
.lCOG’Gl ~.~3ao+m .1000+~1 l 13RG+ill .1000+01 
.lCG3*01 .130~+01 . ..i~mvg.t~ .-2ioo~+ai . looDtol 





































































































7.G27-01 9 .ase-ljl 









4.478-u2 1 .C3b*O3 
1.919-32 l.CQ3’UO 
0. OJJ 1.Cls3*0rJ 
-. -.. -. ..- -. _ .._.... _. - --- -_.-r-____- 
NElRlC OAT4 
FL1 NHZJ FGtNH?; 'Fj(NHl2) itikki 1 F6iNH3ij FGtNH32) BET4 
9.920-31 1.003 l 3Ll -6.555-uq -3 .gtl-02 o* 000 ~0.000----3&lmJh~ 
9.923-31 1.003*3c -1.6’49-03 -3.820-02 3.000 0.000 5.035-02 
9*32l.:Pl- ~~.l.POo*.~c ..~:3..1e!?~a3~t~lS-az amaanno 1.1- 
9.922-01 1.000*00 -6. SS'I-03 -3.79&02 0.000 o*ooo 1.991-01 
9.326-01 1 .orlo+o3 -1.3oe-02 -3.769-02 0.030 - 0.000-3.915rPL 
9.332-31 1.000*0c -l.UclE-02 -3.7’14-02 0.030 0.000 4.310-01 
9.9112-51 1.000’00 -1.991-02 -3.619:02_- OeOOO... --.~JLP.OM . -01 
9.959-01 1.000*0~ -t.b55-02 -3.465-02 0.000 0I000 7.515-01 
9.992-31 e...-.e_1..000?30 --r3..!15k02 -3.225-02 0.000 0.000 9&7-cl1 
Q.914-01 1.000+00 -5.4 19-02 -2.869-02 o* 000 0~000 1.119+00 
9.957-31 1.000+3c -5,53b-02 
1.301~~0 1 l OOO’J~ -6.827-02 
1.307+00 1 .oo’o*Jo -8.267-02 
1.313*10 1 .oc0+30 -9.813-02 
1 41_!?2!L-~l.?D_!uJ !J P -:I l IVGIPL 
1.125*33 1 .oOo*oD -1.295-01 
1.331+00 1.000+00 -1.439-01 
1.336*35 1 .ooo*JP -1.581-01 
1.340*00 1.000*0C :1.76C-01 
1.3’13*30 1.000*30 -1.419-01 
.-2.36Y-PZ~..Q3O-D..O.PO___-LrZPe9Q l 
-1.681-02 0.000 o*ooo 1.535+00 
-8 l o76~03~.4~D.PO._.~~~R+OOO 1.503tOD 
2.384-03 0.030 0.000 1.609+00 
-A.2 n. nnn O.DPO l.bsl*oP 
2.635-02 0* 000 o*ooo 
3.8ClrOZ _-t!~.!J.O-O- _____ moan- 
1.652*00 
106cl&%tL 
c .983-02 0.000 o*ooo 1.566+00 
b.20.7.:02-m-Qr.ORQ-. .--QrO.QQ-- arl5!eaa- 
7.517-02 0.030 0.000 1.30.2~00 



















































. lzn3tGl .1130+31 
.l:,;ls+Gl .13Ll0+31 






.0999+ ljf-j .9999+33 
.g999+zo .9299+00 
F v.9 8 +x-- ..-. c/_~-9.vo0 
.9997+cp .4997+00 
.9997*00 .9797+QQ 
,959bt [j@ .9gcjb+30 
.999btCC l -9 9.8 6 * a 0 

























.I 3 OD?~QL..la&Q+nl 
.9999+00 .9999+00 
l 3.w.m. 0.9999+00 
.9999+00 .9999+00 
.--.9998+00 . 99a+Ou 
.9997+00 .9997+00 
~. r9L.F77+00 r999mIL.-- 
.9996+00 .9996+00 
9996+40 .--A.--- .ta996+00 
.9996+00 .9996+00 
.9496+0,2 .9396+30 .999b+ilj .9996+00 .9996+00 
.9996+ C:J .9396+DCl .999bfoO._. ~.%9.~6tOQe. .9996+flO 
.1001+G1 1131+01 .10Ii1+31 .1301+01 .1001+01 
.71e1+m :ilBltPC .718 1tuD . . . . 7.uukm--7~8 l+nn 
--_-..- 





















IZ- 1 2 3 
z = .3ucfl . ICQo+07 .23ocl+30 
.13CliitDl -.4$1&-04 -.4916-c4 -.4318-04 
.Pf! l,+OG -.9791-O3 -. 8791 -UT -.8791-C3 
.956A+LG -.2016-02 -.?ol&-~z -~~,lB.-g.~_ 
.9243+GG -,347 3-02 -.3473-1)2 -.3973-02 
.ag42+1;r -.5296-c2 -.5296-C2 -.5196-32 
.B3'+9+CC -.752@-132 -.752D-G2 -.7520-02 
.7754+cic! -.1015-21 -* 1515-Cl -.1315-31 
.7075+uc -.1312-01 -.131r-Gl -.1312-01 
.b31G+ciS -.1631-Ljl -.1631-01 -..;.1.531-C)l. 
.548S+Li? -.195?-r31 -* 3 952-Dl -.i352-01 
.'+fj'+!i+oc, -.2251-31 -.2251-01 -.2251-01 
.381E+CCi -.2533-Cl -.25c3-Cl -.2503-01 
;334O+hjo -.2091-U1 -.?t;91-Ol -.2591-01 
c2339'tiO -.2615-01 -.28~5-Ol -.2305-01 
.1730+3c -.2652-31 -.2E!52-01 .:.2?.5.2-01 
.1216+tiU -.2P,42-01 -.2842-u1 -.is42-01 
.7993-01 -.2797-Cl -.2797-L)l -.2797-31 
.Qf,Sti-iil -.2670-01 -.2673-01 -.2570-01 
.2327-dl -.2569-21 -.2589-01 -.2589-01 
.OlOit .JG'JO .tlZOiJ .i.ll~O 
.- _-.. - ^~-_---__-- 
V-VEL **e*:* 
.._ ..-._- ...-___ 
4 5- 6 _ -.. --- 
* 3CiOli'OG l ~Doo+oo .5000+00 
-.491&-ps -?Y918-04 -.4918-04 _ - .-- --..- --.- 
-.H791-03 -.e791-03 -.8791-03 
--.-2;718 -52 -.2318-02 -.2016-02 
-.3473-32 -.3473-02 -.3473-02 
-,52?6-c2 :.5296-02 -.5296-02 
-.7520-02 -.7520-02 -.7520-02 
-.1015-3x ..:.1315-01 -.1015-01 
-a 1312-01 -.1312-01 -. 1312-01 
-.1661-01 -.lb31-01 -. 1631-01 
-* 195i’-a1 -,1952-01 -.1952-01 
-.2251-01 ..-cz25 l-01 -.2251-01 
-.2503-i-1 -.2503-01 -.2503-01 
-. 2691-01 --..2591-01 -D 2691-01 
-.2805-01 -.2305-01 -.2805-01 
-.2852-- -.2852-01 -.2852-01 _ _-_-_ I_-_ 
-.2842-i31 -.2842-01 -.2842-01 
-.2797+X -.?.:?97-01 -.2797-01 
-.267[3-01 -.2570-01 -. 2670-01 
- . 25 8 9 -0 1. -: 2.5-#59-nl -.2589-Of 
.nooo .330@ .oooo 
JX= 2, VARIAkLE. AT X( 2)= .5'4321+110 











































.? 3 _~.._.. ____-.-- .._._---. 
.11_1o;+s(J .~~~i1+130 
.ZL’lB-cs .1346-38 
.lIiY7-58 .97 28-39 
-.4E57-CCj -.1775-r19 





nr f-t3 . ..C” 'h3~3'rJfi -*- 
.8EQij-,rlF -.5947-79 
-. 55Hb-OS -.4176-cJ8 
-.15cj7-c9 -.136-7-38 
.:794-;;P .4380-29 









.'DEQ+OO .9 3oc+oo .5000+00 
-.3616-Z? - ! 5 5 L! -12&-.r&?& 3-08- 
-.274b-38 -.4553-08 -.558b-08 
-* 1359-;39 7 9 19 .P 0 t i@ .---5.J&l.TI-Og-- 
-.29?5-08 -.3719-09 .1397-08 
-.llgs:pB ...2~.j-?as.8 .1863-n8 
-.2434-O” -.1301-08 -.465-t-09 
-. 3775-38 - ..3.g95:.C_I?-, -m 2794-08 
-.3910-i;o .3529-09 .1397-08 
.0443-39 l 5 4.. I?,:-0 !3- .69&S-08 _ 
-. 1722-38 .5486-08 .6985-08 
-m 18?7.-0.8 _ .--dZ .a:09 .9313-09 _ 
.4873-J? -.2653-Q8 -.2328-08 
-.2363-38 ,!‘3_47.~ns_.-.Ill~rms..--. 
.52 06 -28 -.5336-08 -.9779-08 
-* 1453-3e .30!! Z-0.8_. .3725-n8-- 
.2582 -G8 -.1252-08 -. 1863-08 
-.77!3:3&. e:& 2 XL.‘1 0 8 -.6985-08 
.2355-35 .3589-08 .5588-08 
-. 5465’DP - . 9.5 9 2-m ._ .~dA6!5P!xL--. 
.?355-38 .353?-08 .4000-08 



























l 834'i+~o .li;G’1+Sl 
.7759+nu .1050+31 














_. _ - __-.---___ 
LEVEL 1 f*t*t RhO 44c94 - 
_ - _ . ..-___ 
2 3 4 5 6 
.lGC3*ClO .233o+go l 3JGlj+;lG 54 ;I.GIpq.l__... * 5aclo+oo 
.licl+Jl .1303+31- .1300+31 .i3ac+oi .1003+01 
.lc’“J+cl .i300+?1 l lDQ0 +q.1- -.A1 ImMo- .1000+01 
.1crJ3+01 .lYiJiY+~l .10013+01 .1 SGO+ol .10c0+01 
.lCC3+Gl .133@+cIl 
.liic$jl 
~~,~gRo+cll .1300+01 r 1000+01 
l 1300+31 .1cl00+31 .1i10c?+01 l 1~00+01 
.1000+01 .1300+01 . lEOO+;ll ..laao*J~I ___. .1000+01 
.l~cl3+Zl .1300+31 . lOOO+Dl .l300+01 .1000+01 
.lGoj+cl .13ocI+o1 .13.03+O.J _- .lGOci+o1 .~ . . -.-..- .1000*01 
.1ci;3+01 .i30U+31 l 13170+91 .lOc30+01 .1000+01 
F-1 r/ a 2-T 0 le. _ __ ..1_q.g.g+g 1. -_-_ ..,J300+01 .1301?+FI1 . lo~o*ol ___--.- 
.l;‘DS+Gl .1350+01 1OOO+Jl 
:13n0+31 
.lJOc+ol . loc?D+ol 
.lcG3+Gl .3303+31 ~ml.gg.c+ol . lo@o*DZ 
.1sc3+01 .1100+31 . lGGb+Gl .1300+01 .1000+01 - 
.lCO3+c31 .133L!+31. .13rJB+31 ..-,.a 13oo+n1 .10!l0+01 
.lLos+31 .mn+3i . lDCO+Dl .13clg+o1 .1000+01 
.1cc3+01 ._ 24 3.U?2-!.-. .?.l.NP-s- .l ~oc+u1 .1000+01 
.1oaa+ 01 .1303+01 .1000+31 .130c+01 l 1000+01 
.1io3+01 .~300+01 . 10?0.+31.. .-.,~3_013+01 .1cl0n+01 
.1c,23+c1 l i323+D1 .1323+31 .1323+01 .1023+01 
.1309-i,2 .1399-rJ2 .13C9-32 .131c-02 .1310-02 





































































9. -. 5 6 
! 3;U3~n~~.---&!lmoO .5nna,oO 
. OiIlOO .3JOC l c3!Jn 
.OlUO .I 10 0.m ._-..- -..-dlRQIL-- 
.SilDG .JJOC . ODJO 
. c3ou l !nc.- -.. --...l?fiQILQ ---- 
.OclOG .llOU l ?000 
. CiY OR .__ _ . ..-. d_302 .._ -----a qo 0 0 
.@OOO .3000 . ODD0 
. c3co .S,:!c!Q ..~ .3?0_3---- 
.CJOO .I300 .m!lo 
.!3clOD L 3 I i!@. ._. dx?oo--~~--. 
.OJEC .JlCC . !lo[10 
.?JOCi __ l 1303 .._._._ -----.-a- OILIlL- 
.lJ300 .3300 .oooo 
. non0 l J3V - rix! 0-Q --.-. --- 
. OOEG .llOG 
.EOiJD 
l ?JOiJ .33ge. ,!2oan--.. __-- 
l rJlD0 .33OC .offoo 
.CCEd t 333 0 ..__ --.-.c00Dn 
.030G .13ilo .000cl 
.CJOU .I300 _- .* !lonn_.- ----- 
































.4645+ii3 . ?g74+ c.2 __ 
.381dtEo .1641455 
.3343+m .llCLtCil 




























LEVEL 1 44444 MUT 4*44* 
_ _ ---.- ___. --- -.-_--- 
2 3 4 5 6 - _.__. _..--. ---_ __... - -_- -_ -.-- 
.1553+05 .2153+30 l 3005+3!l .~35c+ou .500rJ+50 
&3122+ 5~. .3122+sa F 3w+g5 tm2.f.0_0 .3122455 
.3122+05 .3122+00 .31224OG .3122+55 .3122+05 
.3111tCJ .,3111+110 - .3111+3? 
.3c93+.oc7 
~L3~.11+05 _ .3111+55 
.3393+15 .3J93+3C .3593+g() .3593+50 
.3ccT3+cs .3363+30 .3363++3 .3363+55 .3063+50 ._. _..-_-._-._. .._. -_ _ .-._-..--.-. - --.--. 
.3C13tco . jll3+30 .3013t35 .3313+00 .3513+5D 
l 2336+51). l .;!?.36?PO- -.d?.+LL!L- .2936+50 
.292o+go .2925+35 .2925+05 .2R25+00 
.2549*90 .2648455 ..%LlrC_t3q . . ..__ -.2_6r18-?-00 
.2URbtOO .2'+56+55 .2qO6+55 .2406+55 
.;L174+30 .2074+30 .2074+55 .2574+55 ___ -. ._--..- _.--.- ---- ---..- --- 
.1540+03 .15’10+35 .1640+05 .1645+55 
.~~51+5a. l 11.ott3o_._-~lloL~~~. .1151+53 
.471!!-31 .471a-31 .07lA-01 .4718-01 
.L?23-31 .2223-01 .2223-01 .2223-01 
.9969-5.1. .-* .?A+. 6.&3-L ._-e 3 4 6 f! - 0 1 .9468-51 
.1593+00 .1693*53 .16Y3+05 .1693+05 
.2379+R-O ..-..ZB.7_51.t55 ..-.ZU!@QQ-.2839*nn 
.6145+00 .6445+05 .5445+00 .6445450 



























































































:15c1 U.. --?? 
.151!1-33 
,15Cl-Ir? 
. 1501 -IT 
.15Cl-;I” 
. i5Fll-07 
. 1501 -I? 
.15r1-37 
. isnk23 











5 6 -. _- - --.---_-.--- 
.~JoL?+oo .5oou*oo 
l L.59.k0 3 . lSnl-n3 
.i5oi-03 .1531-03 
l 153.ko3-. . . . ..-._- 1 501-03 .- ._____ _ 
.15ol-n3 .1501-03 
. 1 5 0.1~0 3.. L 1.5L?lz-oI~~~ . 
.i5nx-03 .1501-03 
l 15.rrk-Q 3-L 1501-03 
.lSOl-03 .1501-cl3 
. 1 5 0.1.~.g 3.. &!I 1-o 3 _ ...-__-- 
.15nl-03 . 1501-03 
.J 3 Ql:ClJ. . .._ ~.~_5l~yO_3 ..__ 
.15aa-03 .1500-03 
. i.kk!i.3~15 0 a-a 3 
- .150G-03 .1500-03 
4 50c-33... .d5-~kO-3..--- 
.15opo3 .i500-03 






































































2, WARIAdLE: AT Xt . 94 321+m .- 
LEVEL 




















1 et*** 0x5 ***e* -.. _ _ -.-.-. __---__ 
3 4 5 6 





















.6717-34 .571,7-04 .6717-04 
k717-04 6117~2.4 --.5717-04 .5717-04 .6717-04 
.6717-04 
.6717-34 .571?-04 .6717-04 - . -- _-- 
.6717-oQ .6717-04 .6717-04 
.6716-04 .6716-04 ,6716-04 __ -__-.- 
.6716-34 .5716-04 .6716-04 
.67j_5-34 .._I- 5715-04 .6715-n4 -.- -. ~. 
.6715-04 .571 5-04 .6715-04 
.6713 -04 .5713-04 .6713-04 
c 47 122!4 . ..&I.1 ?- 0 4 . 2-04 _._ 
.h711-04 .5711-o’, .6711-04 
.fJn!&:o4 _..._ ~5709-04 El709-04 
.6708-34 .6708-04 .6708-04 
-..- .*AZQ8 -0 4 l 8-04 . 8-04 
.6709-04 .5709-04 .6f09-04 
._67 11 :J?-.. .-~711-S4 .6711-04 
.6597-04 .5597-04 .6597-04 
•14?c!t~Lf..-.--&&496-DLc . 496- 
.2991-34 .2991-r34 .2991-04 
JX= 2, VARIABLE AT X( 2): .Y4321+!Tcl 











































2 3 4 5 6 
. lGOz+Gg ? 2?.oa+Qo .5000~00 -.-.-a 3gRfp 39-d 0 0 a+ a a 
.4f33-U2 .45ocJ-cI2 .4500-02 .$500-02 .45~0-02 
.45C~-3?,___?.4jO3-02 .45M-n7 .s500-07 .4500-02 
.450242 .4500-02 .9500-02 .Y5aO-02 .4500-02 
.45@0-02 ~~.4500-32 2.45 g-p ~~~45 -0 2 .4500-02 __ _.~. ~~-- 
.451;3-52 .45CC-[l= .45cil-o2 .9500-02 .4500-02 
,452 3-m. .4530-02 .45!?0-a2 . 4500-02 .45nn-03 
. 4503-02 :4500-a2 .45CO'O? .9500-02 .45aO-02 
. 4 SG,, Q2 .~2~3.5mY-32 .45[30-32 .$530-02 .Q500-02 
.45ps-i:2 
. ~F;nLl-;Iz 










.4500-32 4500-02 .4500-02 .4500-02 
. 4 5 0 0.32 ~.. .-I s.n_3~.2~ .8500-02 .‘1500-02 
.45aa-aL .45CO-02 .V5CC-C2 .95fJa-02 
l 45CC-32 y+spP-32 .4500-02 -- --. .'+500-02 
.4530-02 .u5!-la-02 .4500-a2 .45m-02 
. 4 5 0 g--g 2 .4r;no-o2 .U5aC-02 .4500-02 
.45OC-D2 .45oi)-a2 .qSOO-02 .45oa-02 
.4500:32 .U5nr;-J2-_...45On-[13 .4500-02 
.45DO-32 .lt5CO-02 .4500-a2 .45UO-02 
.4U99-@2.. m.4Jt9_qyg.? .___ m--y4499-02 ~ .4499-02 
.4317-02 .4317-02 .y317-02 .4317-02 
~,G3clLl -_-_. _ ._ ._. .T .-_.. PDUC -.--.- ..-- 1. 3300 . moo 
W 
03 
Jx- 2, vARIAELE AT X( LI= .9432l+oc 
iEv.E:L --i 4444* TAU 44444 






































































.lLiG3+uo .uooa+oa .5000+00 
. Q;fJS-GI .4265-Cl .dm!5~.%l .Y265-01 .4265-01 _- ..__. ..__ _ 
.4405-III .41u5-!I1 .44p5-31 .9405-ai .4405-01 
. fi3C:Z-nl .439c.l-p1~ eweal dme~1 .4390-ai 
.43t4-01 .4364-01 .4364-03 .4364-01 .4364-a1 
.4321-L1 .4321-01 .4321-(31 .4321-01 .432i-ai 
.Q251-Gl l 4 2.5 1rOl _ ..%el-~OL.-A4251- a 1 .4251-Ol- 
.4143-G1 .l;l43-!Il .4143-01 .Yl43-01 .4143-a1 
.3Y7B-Cl .i?78:?1..e. ..397:~~j_-_e-.1.978- .3978-01 
.3737-01 .3737-01 .3737-c)l .3737-a1 .3737-01 
.33?4-81 .3394-01 .3394-01 .3394AJl -339a-II 1 
.;926-01 .L?26-01 .2926-a1 .2926-01 .2926:01 
.23111-111 
.1554-til 
. ..-...r.Z? 149~.. .-.-?33 14-31 ,2314-01 . 4-01 
.1554-31 .1554-Jl .1554-01 .1554-a1 
.h656-C2 . -. .6556-12 . ..%56-D2 .5656-02 .6656-02 .~ ----. ___ -- 
.3136-Ci .3136-02 .3136-02 .3136-a2 .3136-02 
.1336-U? .1336-01 .1336-Cl .1336-01 ___- .._---__--- .1336-a1 
.2?89-Cl .;'389-01 .2389-01 .2389-01 .2389-Ill 
.bt:>65-C] 
."Et?2-l;l 
- .:ct 3 6 S,o_l. .-.,lriZet1oL--~ 4365-01 .4a65-01 
.9382-01 .9682-01 .?882-01 .9882-01 
.:;65+uD . 2 2 6.s*.g_l .2265+nn .2265*00 .2265+00 



















LFkFL 1 9 4.444. cP/2 44444 
1z- 1 2 3 4 6 
.3m0+30 
-.5--- - 
2 = .3GOC .1i;ce+c’: .2300+00 .c3oc+oo .5ooa+00 
.13CC+01 .b 352-I;b .635 Z-06 .635;~36 .6352-Db . . ..535?-06 .6333-06 
.981o+Lirl .19Y6-;j5 .1946-ij5 .1346-05 .1943-05 .1946-05 .1960-05 
.9561+5D 
.9243+00- 
-.105(;-g5 -a 1 i54-c,5 -.1351-x5 -m 106C-05 -.1360-05 -.1069-0~ 
-.~065-06. -17991-O& --:j904-06 -. 6047-36 -.7804-06 -.7953-06 
.9!342+oe -.3751-56 -.X637-06 -,4 361-36 -..4361-36 :.V361-d6, -.4303-06 _ .__-. 
.8349*00 .1825-(36 .17St-f;h .1565-06 .1173-GE .1565-06 .1304-06 
.7759+LjC .6352-06 .6277-iE. .6109-!I6 .5942-06 .5277-06 . 62133-06 -~ 
.7075+dO .9313-06 q313-Lk 
.b312+00 .1118-05 :1119-i.:5 
.931.+06 .95f%6 .?369-06 .9388-06 
.1473-cit.-- 
.1123-05 .114(3-05 d119-05 .11190-05 _ _ _-. .- ..-.- _.-____---. 
.5489+CCl .1486-C5 .1931-05 .1490-05 .1447-05 .1423-05 
.Y645+jO .12D?-05 .1213-05 .&2?2-OS .-1235-35 .1222-05 .121 l-05 
.3516+i;e .9127-06 .Q'i45-lifJ .9201-36 .89-j8-;6 .3146-06 .9146-06 
.304c+iJo .5e92-07 .hti92-;7 .6992-37 .6992-07 .4843-07 .5029-07 
.2339+LO -.1075-05 -. 1 L52-CE -.9372-06 -.3052-35 -.1032-05 -. 1015-05 
.173O+OG -.lE50-05 -.16,48-C!: 
.lzia+cc~~ -.2eb9-25 -.if?b-c.5 
d.?! ?T.O5---:r1ti(35 -.1953-05 -.le66-05 
-.,950-05 -.2998-35 -.2972-05 -.2867-05 
.7933-Gl .221 Z-04 .2;i.C-GL! .;210-04 .2207-04 .2210-04 2215-04 ..-. 
.‘+b!iD-r31 .1925-14 .1’;25-C,LI .1323-74 l ig23-~4~---~--5i921-04 1921-04 
.2327-Ll .134A-02 .1305-LZ .1395-12 .13?8-32 .139E-C2 : 1398-02 
-.7714-01 -.7314-01 --.79i‘4iqj-r-.5914-01 - .DDCi? - .7914-01 -.7s14-i;l 














































. - .-- - ___- 
LEVFL 1 4**4* VA CH 44444 _ ___- .-.. ._-.. -....- -------- 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
.JODfl .lcffo+c~c .23oo+olJ . JGOO+OCl .4 300+00 .5000+00 
l 3ti91+01. ..7C;B1?~1__*.~~31--133nl+ol_ .xnnl,ol fnnr +nl 
.3001+i)1 .3c01+01 .3301t31 .3DDl+Dl .3 301+01 .3001+01 
.3cs1+31 c 3GQltQ1 ..-. ,Za!JJlr31-. .-IilDAQl.- . ~nytnl 3anl+nl 
.?oi-jl+(jl l 3cctltLl .33cll+fll .3301+01 .3001+ 01 .3001+01 
..6!20.1+91.______ I.fi~:‘Cil + 01 7. 301tOl . anit . [101+01 . 1 
.3oii1+01 ,3cc1to1 .3Joltol .3OOi+Ol .3001+01 .3001+0l 
.3001+c1 . 001+n1 
.3CD1+Di 
.3oG1+31..._ .33Q1+8.~__..10eL~~__.,7nnl+nl 
.3i;01t01 .3101+31. .3~cJl+ol .3001+01 .3001+01 
.3GOl+Ol l 3Lfil* &I. . ..I ~Rl’0.L. .~dm!l.?X ..-.-. 3on1to1 . 001+n1 Y 
.3~01+01 .38@1tc;il .3301+01 .3OrJl+Ol .3rJo1+01 .3001+01 
..3001+01 .fLl?l+i’l . n(31+01 . I+01 _. ,._ _..__ - -..-- ..__.._ ----__-- dm 3 
.3CDltal .3EGlt 01 :%e% .33&l .3001+01 .3001+01 
.3Golto!. l 3CCJ..*G1 ...-....~3,01~tn~..-..... m!xt~~--~al c 001+01 
.3Gol+01 .30c1*01 .3Joltnl .3ilDltOl .3001+01 .3aoi+oi 
.31?31tLI1 . 3er31+ Ol_...... ..zJ!OL?nt .* 3?.c!l?.~1~.._ ~@LY!llL 0 3001+01 
.3c31*01 .3UrJl*~l 3301+lJ1 .3il01+31 
:3CDL!.Dl_. ___ ? 3CC.l2-G!, ____ -&@1+3 l-----im_l~~l~ 
.33u1+oi .3001+01 
.3OOltn1 7nni+Di 
.3001+c1 .3cc1+i31 .3001+01 .3ool+ol .3001+01 l 3001+cf1 
.3u14 to1 l 3LlQ+fiL .3314.?31_... .39.1!++_0._1...._ -.r.l!u!wL .3014+nl 
.1575tGi .1575+c11 .1575+01 .1575+01 .1575to1 .1575+01 

















































































































. ioaof 01 
. iaoatol 
-,!.Jo n+ n 1 . ioon+ai 




l 13aot01 .1000+01 
.~loo+o 1 _ .mo+cn ~.2i~00+~~ .1000+01 
1300+31 
::300+01 
. ma+01 .1cI0l2+01 . iaoo+oi 
. lcJ~o+o~l _2&3lx2?Ql _____ loaa+ol . 
c13oot~1 l 1cloc+o1 .i oao+ol .1tloa+o1 
. mc+al . iacom .iDaotoi . moatai 
.1330+5 i .~iocO+cu 
..--__.- 
.1i.l00+01 l 1COO+tll 
.1330+01 dDI?O?O.2 13oatr!1 . looJ+ol ~ 1 r;bot Ll ~.i.soo+31 --._ -. . 13ao tD 1 
.1~00+01 9 1ooa+oi 
. lCQ3tol . llOOf3 1 . lCI@Gt.~l l 10 a @+ O.! .--dimxu--- . .- 
.9945tor .9945+00 .9945+iliY .9945+00 .9945+00 
.1872+01 .1972ti)l l 187?+?!. ,Ls7z*.u-.--,18721--.- 
TS TA T **kkrp: ,--. ---._ .-____ 




TADI’ PJI 2 Iss=icoa TSzC=1000 
TADT=l TJ= 3 ISS=lCOG ISSG-1OCO 
TADT-1 IJE 4 I$~SylilD~C- TS$.D:!mGeQC_ .__._ 


























I!! r l-9. 
I J=ll 
IJ=li __.-- .- 
I J=l3 
I $.=.=4 ..-_ 4. s_s_;.lgg a TSSD=lUOn -.- 
IJ=17 fSS=lDDG ISScJ=l00G 
IADT=2 IJ=la TS!i=ll;DG Iss[,=looo 
TADI= I Jz19 ISS=11)00 ISSO= 
____..-- - - 
I X Y FStNHl I FLlNtl~l 
20 9.682~Ul l*C30’3C 9.UD9-01 9.339-!I1 
19 9.682-01 9.835-01 9.co9-01 9.909-01 














































1 l loo*o~ -1; b77-ifI3 -4 .C13-02 il. 030 
-.l.JQQx?.-.-~~3-~2 n.nnn 
1 .ooo+Jo -6.667-03 -3.993-02 0.000 
1 .300 l oo -1*321r-iI2 -3,96b-02 0.000 









-1?2!x! l cNL 






-2.12742 -3.a2aco2 0. n30. _.-__-.- .-.--6LlR ~a000 
-2.706-112 -3 .b86-02 0. no0 0.000 7.90 
zL5z+n2 -3*qbq..[12 n. 0[1n o.oon P&5 
-4.513-02 -3.135-02 0.030 0.000 1.18 
-5.615702 ~2.b61~U2. D.DDQ....e -.-&mDD0-.--..--1.31 
-7.321-02 -2.031-02 0.000 0.000 1.53 
-8.532~02 -1.21h~02 O.Q3D _.- . ..Q.QPQ-.. 1.&b 
-1.917-01 -2.369-03 0*030 0.000 1.74 
d,la5-nr B.&JO-03 o.Qlo -.L.QQo 1=7i! 
-1.351-01 2.020-02 0.030 5.000 1.81 
ltnn 
2.279-31 1*013t00 1.113’30 ‘*DO 
.l~bf%l1.--- _--__ -- l.L19*00 1.119tDO un 
1.179-01 1.025400 1.325*Oo ieD0 --. -~ 
7?7!b-32 1.031?99 I.lll*oO 1 rDw*DD -1,5D?-01 _ 31162rDZ.... -0%DOD.- -Q,PQP_.----lrBQB.tQD 
4.478-32 1.036+00 1.33b+!lO l.DOO+OO -1. f,71-01 4.259-02 0. ODD 0.000 l.lBs*oD 
lt949-03 !!fiql?oo ltl!!l?lD lrlDP?PD- :lr971-Oln. SAQ!LQL....~.~I~~-- _._ -U.MD---.-.l.Z~l~DDe 
0.000 1.044*0lJ 1.31(1)+00 1.000*30 -l.b93-01 7.065-02 O.OJO 0.000 1.518tnn 
-.. 
‘liTPIC DATL 
FGtNHSI FStNHlt) FLINH21) 
-. .-..-. .-- ..--- .._.. ---.- -. . . _ 
FStNH31) FtlNH32) BET4 
i ~100~30 -6.584-04 -4.014-02 0.000 _ _ .._ LOOO- _._ .._ 3.1lDzDb 
Jx’ 3, VARlPaLE AT X( 311 . 95821too 
----__-____ 
LEVEL 1 ***t* U-VEL ***** 































































2 3 9 5 b 
.lJ~.J+iJ~ . .._. ,23-x-g+30 .3ann+3[3 l II )o@*()o nr)o+oo . . 
. 1 CoJt 01 .1303+31 .1300+3l .1300+01 .1000+01 
.1!;~~+01 
l 1 cc’ot.oi -- 
. ..13_30+3 1 _,, . lO@OtOI &a+01 . oon+o1 
1300+01 
.10’30+;31 ._ _..-- :-.--- :13ow71 
.1D00+31 .1300+01 .1000+01 
.10G0+01 .1ooc+o1 . ~OOtO1 
.1oocltGl .11oLlt31 .1000+01 *I 000+01 .1000*01 
l lGDJ?Gl .i3OO~LLL~.-.d!lC!R?~..- .13fif?+Ol . ofJo+ 
.99Q9ti;‘1 .Y999t30 .9?99 ton .9999+00 .9999400 
. 9999*&i! l 9v,+.la _.---~9999~aa_--...99400 .9999400 
.?g99tJO -~ ..gqggt00 .9999+00 .9999+00 .9999+00 
. .94:_9 e.+-!N _.___ ?-B 9 9 8 + 0 0 .999a+fl!3 .3998+00 . 998+00 
. E;997+ cc .999?+00 .9997ton .9997+00 .9997+00 
. Q996+0@ . 2 9?06.+_LQ _-. l 99 9 6 +O 0 .9996*00 .999b+OO 
.9996+OP .939btJa .9g96+0O .9996+00 .999b+OO 
.9995*00 .9995+03 ---A--- F9954OO . 9995+0n .999ei+oo 
. 9bb5+rx .9295+30 .9995+00 .9995+00 .9995400 
9995+nn a:--.- .----L .9795+00 .9995+00 .9995+00 .9995+nn 
.9994+00 .9394tuo .9994 too .9994+00 .9994+00 
. 9994.+.0.0. .9994+ga . 9994 too .--.-_. .9994+00 .9999400 _.-___- 
.9977+no .9377+30 .9977+00 .9377+00 .9977400 
.71R3+.0i! _..._. d683+00L-..-r7183+00 -- .7183+gn -7lQT+[lD 
JX- 3, VARIABLE AT Xl 3)= .96821+00 
L-EVE L 1 44444 Y-VEL +**** 





















1z= 1 2 _.x.- 4 5 6 _ .._.~ 
.lc!oiltcl~ 
-_, ..___ _ ---__.___ 
z = .0033 .2100+13 l 3i.IoiIt30 .VO00400 .5000400 
.9995+!.lo -.3579-04 -.8579-04 -.8579-09 
.99Ij4+tiG---;9265-;3. 
-tP,5!9_.;4 -.8578-94 -~...579-04 ._ 
-.9:65-03 -.9265-53 -.9265-33 -,9265-03 -.9265-03 
.9555+00 -.2119-32 -.?i19-02 -.2119-r72 -.2119-02 -.ZllO-D2 -.2119-02 
- .9237+30 -.3641-32 
-.__ 



























-.S555-O?. --.5555:?2 -.5555-02 -.5555-02 -.5555-02 ~_ .._____ 
-.7li92-il2 -.7992-32 -.7892-S? -.7992-02 -07892-02 
-. 1 k6b-Gl -.l.lb~~Ea~l -.136b-31 -.1366-01 -.1066-01 _._ __ 
-.138&i-Cl -. 138o-y1 -.1380-01 -.1380-01 -.1380-01 
-.17z[j-cl -.1720-01 -.1720-Dl -.1720-01 -.1720-01 
- . 2 L; 6 5 - !.I 1 -.2365-iI1 -.7365-31 -.2365-01 -.X)65-01 
-.23?3-iJ1 -.2393-')l -!2393-31 -.2393-01 -.2393-01 
-.2b78-El -.2579-31 -.2678-31 -.2678-01 -.2678-01 
-.291JL'-Cl -.2jrQ2-1-- .__. -.2902-01 -.2902-01 
-.3i155-1!1.--.3355-31 
~~2902~31 
-.3055-31 -.3355-01 -.3055-01 
-.3141-Cl -.3141-rll -.3141-01 -.3141-01 -.3191-01 
-,3107-a: -.3167-31 -.3167-31 -.3167-31 -.3167-01 
-.315!3-01 -.315a-g1 _ -. -.3158-01 -,3158-01 -.3158-01 
-.?909-01 -.2)09-21 -.2909-01 -.2909-01 -.2909-01 
-.2;57-01 -.2757-n! --.-2-75.7-01 -.2757-01 -.2757-01 
rYF'?- . .- L' .,j .i .0700 .c1000 .330@ .!Yoou 
~. ..- -__- 
-.---___-__ 










































^. _ ..- 
22. ~-~I-.-----.--4 5 6, 
.100;3+00 .2yo3+30 .300G+30 .4 300+00 .5000+00 
.l;Zb-ii7 ..7259:08. -11_235.rQ7~-.1!~29-07 -01294-07 
.7451-CJ!3 .5253-II8 -.9003-38 -.1115-07 -.llb'I-07 
-.65S5~llt3_..._-.75rl3-3y~ ..J36-38 -.1719 08 -,779r,-n8 
-.4657-G8 .5193-33 .418;;-09 -.11313-08 -06985-08 
--!.-.-.-- 1955-r;7 -.7973-00 -.7050-O&? . 2-08 . 7-08 
.1537-G7 .2522-57 -01092-37 -.15b3-07 -91863-07 
.1723.:-07_ .___l_S_395_a8_~._,_16LI17 -.5370-08 -e5122-08 
.9779-08 -.2973-08 -.1028-38 .1457-08 .1863-08 
.051Y-OE ..-. -..-'T_z-..-..-=-.~-~~II 6555 O8 48 Q-ilr! .lJ57-08 .X397-08 
.255Y-37 -.1345-38 -.3974-08 .7372-08 
7016-08 .._. '--A-..-.- ._ -.6391-38 
.1071-07 
-.3937-08 .7275-08 .1211-07 
-.lG71-07 -,1155-08 -:ii31-3e -.9333-08 -.1211-07 
-* 4 657-~....L_?b?_l_LT.iJ--_T_,37~7-- -.Y361-09 -931x-09 
-.2142-07 .9165-10 -.15bO-O9 -.1941-07 -.2142-07 
-.1!ie3,.gr . ..-dLtfl-rlls-. _...2!&I.-4B..rl 03 l-08 . 7-09 
-.1909-07 -.15OO-08 .81@4-38 -.2360-O8 -.f916-08 
--.17451hE -.1750-!I0 -.339O-O7 -.lOO4-07 -.8848-08 
.lhl6-07 .1385-07 .2b53-08 .3576-08 .32bO-O8 
.?G4Y-07 .lhO6-07 -.2309-08 -.b921-08 -.~313-08 
.-I ~59 ioj ----~i~-*-i-o~,4187-38- .3845-06 .3731-08 













































































. 9599t ;u 
.999B+J;1 
. 95f)Ei+ c!c 
. Q997t53 
. 9997t ijc 
.l~flltol 

























.99 *g+30 .3999+00 .9999+00 
.?999 too .3999+00 .9999*00 
.9999+ac) .3399+Go .9999+00 
.0999+33 .9999+oii- .9999+00 
.9999+33 e...?s-9-?+ 0.Q.-..--dw29+~~ 
.9998+gR .9998+00 .9998+00 
. 99.?8+aG .39u-e+ao ..m--.99913+Go 
.?997+31! .9997+00 .9997+00 
.9997+3G 9997+DO _.. - .__._ - ._._ --L----- ,9997*00 
. l~olt31 .1301+01 .10Q1+01 
. lg.o~+ol . ..l Jill+01 ,..--.-. __. -_.->-. 1 aa_l_?PL 
.1342+31 .1rJ42+01 .1042+91 
.5721 +JO .572l*OD .5721+00 
&lx= 3, VARIABLE AT..X im j ).z. .96821+GG 
Ii= ~’ 1 2 3 4 5 6 
2 = ~~g.m ._..,____ .-d.~po+co.ao +01! .3OOll+JO $1 ;Inn+nn 1 af)f-J+fJo __.- __._.__ --_..-. - __.. .._-_ 
20 .9395+00 .0030 . c1ea3 .c333 l 0300 .3300 .~OOO 
19 .98,-,4+GG ,.?GJ3. . OOi3J - l eIJo.-. .-.. ..-r-cm3. -. . .l . iI 
iii .9555+ilC! .JJJO l oci;j- .UlOO . ROOO .3300 .ooao 
1’7 .9237+iio l 3CDO . OGU’J .-cti_33_0__ _ _. _-_r.~~Q&---- .30gg . 0 
16 .3837+LIG .JCilO .CJU3 .GlJO l eooo .3300 .cooo 
15 .8345+1;0 _.-__-... .__ ._.. -... - -. ._._ .?.Jgpg ..,. _._~ ,.L DfiOL - .---.D3SD . cl000 . 33ou .COOTi 
14 .7756+ijG .JiiilG .3CJJ .OlJO . COO0 .JDOO .'Jooo 
13 .7i372+30 .J!JcJO l nGn0 -?0_3~03. 3300 ~_. ..m[lrj ____ A man 
:: 
.5307+oLI .JilJO . ocu3 .3300 l coo0 .53130 .oooo 
.54f!7+JG .JCJO .L?503 .P1_9P -. .--. c !x.oo- . . l D 
10 .4645+i30 .3307 .rlLCO .C!SOO .oooo .3JOO . no00 
_ ..__ 9 .___ T L!?.!_?'.E!? .^__ ?3!x!lL ____ _ ,_ ! ? Lr! L. ----.033o~-L @OOO ,Dnnn . 0 
8 .304i3+011 .JOUcl . '!'I 3 u s l OlOO .oooo .33tlO .cooo 
7 l 2339+olJ .OOCC 
6 .1730+GG .JOdO 
.I2300 .OJCO l 3300 .oooo 
.0330 .nooo .I300 .cooo 
5 .1219+ocl *JO30 . ecno .;,lgom .oooil i;u3n .oooo 
4 .83CG-Ul .JOOil .OGU3 l i]lCO .lXJOlJ .lJOO . COUQ 
3 
2' - 
l ‘+655:91. ._ c3.030 _ . - T. ocrcl3-..- .JJilO _,.__..._.____. -_.-- -2 0000 . 3300 .ctooo 
.203i3-31 *JOG3 . nijo3 .03!30 .@OOU .3300 .oooo 






















LEVEL 1 @**SC PUT *.-*e** 
1z= 1 _.. _ 
z = .53G[! 













.9645+00 -.2324+iJ@ -.- 
l 3818+00 .1931+00 
.3040+~iI .1442+3ti 






,.3oc3 -.9272+iIz -.9~?2t112._...r.~?~-Z2+32 -.9272+02 e-.9772+n2 -m9?77+07 
‘? .L 

















3 4 5 6 - ____ --__-. --_ _-.- .-.- ------ 
.?33O+JU .3J(lG+iJ!l .9300*00 . ~000+00 
.3203+00 .3203+3-O ~~~~~~9203+ofJ __-- .3203+00 
.3203+30 .32G3+30 .3203+00 .3203+00 
.3?73+30 .327c+Jo .327@+00 .327U+Og 




,3226+OG......3226+03 .3226+00 .3226+00 
.31!3c+00 .3180+30 .3180+00 .3183+00 
.3109+OG . 3109 +a .3ln9+m _ . . --_. _. 3109+00 
.3332+30 l 3002+oo .3102+00 :3002+00 
.2346+30 .~ F2_84b+g.c... .2646+00 .2846+00 
.L'525+00 .2625+00 .2625+00 .2625+00 
.2324+30 .2324+30 .2324+00 .2324+00 - .._.___ ---.- 
.1?31+80 .1931+50 .1931+00 .1931+00 
rl~~2+00 F l~.'fZ.'J_'_._._.lr(42+DO .1442*00 ___-___ 
.a725-31 .8705-01 .9705-01 .8705-01 
.2352-01 .2352-01 .2352-01 .2352-01 
,4237-u ,.~ZOIr~--...1.Y7n7-01 
.1527+30 .1527+00 .1527+00 .1627+00 
.3136+3Q .3136t~a. .e,3r-rt+.m_..tiv+nn 
.4392+32 .4092+02 .'+092+02 .4092+02 

































































.- .._._. -_ -.~.-.-. __. ..- 
LEiEL 1 
_--_ 
4*4** TKE ***** 
? 
.1oc;3+ni 
2 -...4 -.- 5 . . 6 
.zmo+Ja l ~JOO+ilO .‘)oof!+oo .5ooci+po 
. lgl l.--33. _ ._-. ElMkn.3 -_-L1s!ZO 3 .1501-03 .15nl-n3 
.15Cl-!I3 .1531-03 1501-03 .1501-03 .1501-03 
. lSOl-03 p15;1-03 h1-a3 - -rL.5!lrdLLc 
.15[?1-53 .1531103 .lSOl-33 .1501-03 .1501-03 
.1501-03 .$ai-93 l 15Dl-n3 ~~.,1~5QlznL-- l 15n1-03 
.1531-03 .1501-03 .15Dl-03 .1531-03 1501-03 
~.l~.clI.y-l-~--. .1501-n3 15nl-n3 .--A--- .1501-a3 : 1501-03 
.1531-03 .1501-i33 .1501-33 .1501-03 .1501-03 
.150&-u3 .1531-33 -.?15Ol:3Z.. ,l5nl-DT .15Dl-03 
.lSOl-c13 .1501-03 .1501-03 .1501-03 .1501-03 
.1501-il3 . . 1.5cI1-:.QJ.. yJgtl~~Ql--- .1501-03 .1501-03 







2388-II2 .----F- ----. 
.2388-32 
1.15 00 -0 3 .15ac-a3 .1500-n3 
.1500-J3 .15cJo-03 .1500-03 
.1.15ooyg3_ -- ..1500-03 .1500-03 
.1500-03 .150c-03 .1500-03 
e 15QDrDx--~1500-0 3 .1500-03 
.1484-O:! .1484-u3 ,1464-03 
..2388-32 .2388-02 .2388-02 
.2388-32 .2388-02 .2388-02 
. . 























z = .333;: 
.9995+Dc .5717-Z’+ 
.98C4+CO .5717-‘j4 





.707L’+ijcl ,571 b-.14 
.53c7+uo .b715-Lr 
.5487+bil .b714-:I(1 




.17 ;ij+uu .b73@-::)4 
.1214+LlJ .67ZY-i,Q 
.SQ]G’iii .!I 71 1 -L”’ 
.9555-01 .6531-“i 
.233S-i’l ,fi44[i-, 2 
.3333 .9Y79-, L 
_ __.... ----- 
, ? (.I c .T 1 + 1 3 
.-.- -.- . --.-.__ 
1 P8018 PI s -~3e!!?-.-.--- 
3 4 5 6 













.6717-34 .5717-04 .6717-04 
.6717-J4 ..- ,.51lEL.6717-04 
.67iH-34 .571E-04 .6718-04 
.6718-‘i4 .----.51~~-04 .6718-04 ______ 
.6718-04 .5718-04 .6718-04 
.6717-04 -p..5717-04 .6717-04 __-. ..-_- 
.6717-34 .5?17-04 .6717-04 
l 671_6:g4 ._~SIlhl:~~--.6716-0~ 
. 6716-04 .5716-34 .6716-04 
.6714-04 .5714-l-J4 .6714-04 
•671.3-34c-~ M13-3_9-.--~-,6713-04 
.6712-04 .5712-04 .6712-04 
l 671D”fllt. .~S~X~ILL~--J 67 1 U-04 
.67 09 -24 .5709-34 .6709-04 
.~H.tirS4-~-670~-@4 . a-04 
.67G8-04 .5708-04 .6708-04 
.c711-24 .S.ZLl~~--di71 l-04 
.6501-;J4 .55Dl-04 .6601-04 
.4443-32 ..4NJJyp2 .4440-02 
.et?79-32 .3879-92 .R879-02 
JX= 3, VAR~ASLII AT Xi 3)~ .f;6R21+'Ja 


























































.4530-35 .4Si?O-a2 .4503-02 .4500-02 .'+5ClO-02 .4500-07 
.453p-i)2 .4500-02 .45DO-D2 .45ag-92 .4530-02 .4500-02 
.Ir530-OZ .$500-02 .45@ij-C2.' ..:.r!j@@-72 ~%5.OJ:32._ .-m~.lr5.00-02 
.45gu-02 .4503-a2 .4500-02 .450G-32 .u500-DZ .4500-02 
_____.__~ 
2 3 4 5 6 
. lG:ri)+an .Z'?g@t?O. ..t 3oaa!m-.----,.UQ$%!ID .5DD0+00 
. 1\5YJa-,2 .4ftiJ-a2 .4500-02 .45OC?-02 .4500-02 
- l 4 E-G 5 G 7 ___- ..&i R.kL!L-._&m-~ 7 .V5nn-n7 .45 - 
.4S;)J-U2 .rljClO-32 .45aa-02 .45GD-02 .4530-02 
.45p3-22 .-f-45 0 @-;!I 2 ~.~~wg -0 2 .4500-02 .45na-02 -.-... 
.4fCi.l-02 .4503-w .45@0-32 .$500-02 .'f500-02 
. 4500-02 .45GO:32 .~P5Pu3_2~~._...v5u"a-~2 .4500-02 
.4500-a2 .!t500-02 .45L10-02 .45aa-02 .4500-02 
.4533-02 l 4jOO-& _--..... aJO- .~50C-02 .4500-02 > ________._ _ _ .._-._ .__-__-- ----.__ 
.45oil-a2 .4SOD-02 .45aO-02 .4500-02 .4500-02 
. 4 5QJ- 02 . . 4.j.JrJ-.r)2 ...~~-!..~[jz~?M. -,n%o-o.Z--. 4500-02 
.45c)3-02 .45og-o2 .451?0-02 .U5iJO-a2 .4500-02 
.45aO-G2 .4.5eD.il--J.! ..45Oa-02 .85~n-O2 .45no-02 . 
.4503-U2 .45clci-92 .4500-02 .$5OC!-02 .4500-02 
.4499-02 .4499-U2 . ..*9499.-gz .4499-32 .4499-a2 .4499-02 .-_ ___- 
.431ki-g2 .431e-i72 .4318-r)2 .4318-02 ~-- .V318 02 .4318-02 





















3, VARIABLE AT Xt 3)= .96’32l+qc _ _~ _._ -~--._ 
IZ= 1 



















.2033-Ul .b 129+oi 
.DJlG .2411tj; 
__ 
LEVEL 1 ***t* TAU ***** 
2 











































4 ..-. - L-- 
.3501;ti10 .4300+00 .5D00+00 
..QQy7-0~..-.4 347-01 .4047-01 
.4528-31 .552c-01 .4520.-01 
. 4614-J1. _d!~-l-l .4614-01 
.45P3-31 .4590-01 l 459u-01 
.4551-31 .4551-Ill .4551-01 
..q'&86.-~-- .a. V486-171 4486~g1 
.4386-31 .1386-01 .4386-01 
.42 34.~~1 ..__ dcif~+t_-~~-n 1 
.4015-31 .4 315-01 .4015-Cl 
A.37 04 -a 1 . 37n4-Ill . 4-01 
. 3279 -01 .3279-01 .3279-01 
.272't-31 -- .,X74-01 . 4sRl 
.2334-~1 .2334-Cl .2034-01 
.122&.:X . . d228-dlL~~~~1728-Dl 
.33 19-02 .33 19-02 .3319-02 
,- . 59 36-~~2-.---c5~7 . 6-n7 
.2295-Jl .2295-01 .2295-01 
.4428-31. ..tt1+2._9.-41-.4~78-01 
.5129+31 .5129+gl .6129*01 
.2411+02 .cZUlf02 .- .2911+02 
E 
JX= 
.., _,. .__. -.- ._.__... -.. .--- 

































































2 3 4 ._f!J _,__.... 6 ---- 
. !J23f02 .2330+&l l 3JoD+33 .mx+aa .5ooo+ocl 
.2217’i16 .2199-36 .2105-.?6 ? z-? .7_2_:06c--. 2272~6 __ 
-.7931-lJ6 -.8184-76 -.8326-36 -.7523-06 -.7935-06 
-.S89fr:35 -.u94Ei-g5 -.8866-05 -.F1583-05 -. 8883-05 -. ..-. --- _..._ _--_..-.-_.----_- 
-.5464-t5 -.E!+Sl-35 -.3533-iI5 -.8494-05 -* 8494-05 
-.7F89-D5 -,&]45-1.5 -.a &313rrF;. .:.3_4_531:05 -a 8034-05 
-. 6Y91-35 -.7317-35 -.7121-E5 -.b983-05 -.7ao2-OS 
-9 6419-05 -.6>36-05 -,fj448-25 -.5402-05 -.6426-05 - ..----.--~--.- 
-.627!&-5 l&,96-35--. -.6296-05 -.b296-05 -. 6298-05 
-.6586-CS -.bk-35 
-.-giq-r,, 
-.6545-OS --,5545-n5 . .----.- -,&c$q7 -05 
-.7303-35 -.6920-32 -.5979-05 -.6963-05 
-.8937-05 -.qS_1.335 ‘r~932-~,s..~.~.~n0e’D5--~.9008-D5 
-. X1.59-34 -.1156-iY4 -.li60-34 -.1157-04 -e 1156-04 
-a 1566-34 -.!-564-34 -a 1562-94 
-. 2z74-w- 
-.1564-n4 -,1565-04 
-.2365-34 -.2073-34 -.2)65-34 -.2066-04 
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